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1 Introduction and background

The applications for magnetic materials in every day life have over the
last decades experienced an enormous expansion. Magnets are today found
almost everywhere in our modern society; including computers, credit cards,
motors, toys etc. The main uses of magnetic thin films are for data storage in
computers and for sensors. Many of the thin film systems show a high degree of complexity, e.g. through a stack of alternating thin layers which
builds up a multilayer. To fabricate and understand the properties of such
systems a close collaboration is required between researchers with expertise
in different fields such as growth and characterization, but also theoretical
modeling. These systems would not be possible to fabricate without the continuous improvement over the last decades of thin film deposition and advanced characterization techniques. Almost any material can today be deposited, with film thicknesses all way down to atomic or even sub-atomic level.
The involved processes which determine how a material grows are often not
trivial. Therefore a constant refinement of the analysis techniques is required
to gain better understanding of the physical properties of the system. This
gained knowledge is important for our understanding of magnetism, both on
a basic research and a technological level.
The original aim of this doctoral thesis was to work on the development
of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) related techniques for the understanding of structure, elemental distribution and magnetic properties of novel
materials and structures in the field of spintronics and magnetic materials.
The work presented in this thesis focuses on the following two fields: amorphous and crystalline multilayer structures and development of the quantitative EMCD technique.
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Amorphous and crystalline multilayers
Magnetic thin films, especially such with a crystalline atomic structure
have been the key for the fantastic development of computer storage devices
in recent years. The properties of bulk crystalline magnetic materials have
been extensively studied over the last 100 years, while the studies of today
mostly focus on thin layer growth and processing devices out of these. In
order to grow thin films that exhibit specific properties it is important to
understand the influence of different process parameters. Such an analysis
was performed in Paper V where the effect of the growth temperature on
crystalline Fe/MgO superlattices was analyzed.
The properties of crystalline materials have nevertheless been found to be
influenced by defects in their ordered lattice structure. It is however possible
to remove the crystalline structure of a material and thereby also change the
magnetic properties. One of the specific aims of this thesis was to characterize samples of amorphous thin films and multilayers using the versatility of
TEM. Immediately when the study of amorphous Fe91Zr9/Al2O3 multilayers
began, it was clear that the growth mode was by no means common or
straightforward to describe. Consequently, Paper I describes the findings
concerning the growth process of these multilayers, while Papers II to IV
continue this study and elaborate on tailoring the magnetic properties of the
Co68Fe24Zr8 amorphous system, such as externally inducing magnetic anisotropy in the layers (particularly Papers III and IV). Overall, the properties of
the surfaces on which the material was deposited were found to strongly
influence on the resulting atomic structure and thereby the layer formation in
the system. Therefore, findings of this thesis contribute to the development
and understanding of the growth of magnetic thin films, with special focus
on amorphous structures.
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Development of EMCD
As a consequence of downsizing magnetic systems, the analysis techniques must also continue to evolve. Today, TEM provides analysis capabilities down to the atomic level, making it a valuable tool for probing small
length scales. An important step in the development of the TEM was the
introduction of a technique named electron energy-loss magnetic circular
dichroism (EMCD), which can be used to obtain information about the magnetic properties of the sample with high spatial resolution. The principles for
performing measurements by EMCD were demonstrated only a few years
ago. The technique has nonetheless already revealed analysis on the nanometer scale, which makes it one of the techniques with the highest available
spatial resolution. Most of the work up to now has been mainly focused on
demonstrating the principle of the technique, while the work presented in
this thesis instead focuses on the practical use of EMCD as a quantitative
tool (Papers VI to VIII). A combination of experiments and theoretical
calculations has been utilized to develop methods for performing quantitative measurements of magnetic moments.

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 an introduction to magnetic thin films and findings presented in Papers I to V are given, while in
Chapter 3 the used TEM related techniques are described. An introduction
to EMCD together with used methods and results related to Papers VI to
VIII are described in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 some concluding remarks
and an outlook for the two fields of work are given.
This summary contains references to the appended papers to which the information pertains, and the reader is therefore recommended to consult the
respective paper for further details.
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2 Magnetic thin films

In this chapter a brief introduction to magnetic thin films and multilayers
is given, together with results in connection to the included papers. The research efforts has focused on characterization of thin films of amorphous
materials (Papers I to IV), but crystalline thin films (Papers V to VII) are
also discussed.
Magnetic thin films are mainly used today for electronic devices, such as
sensors, hard drives and for computer memory chips. There exist a vast number of research reports in the field of magnetism, which often makes it possible to predict how a system should be tailored to obtain desirable properties. However, the magnetic properties of thin films may be very different
from properties of bulk materials. This includes both the effect of reduced
dimensionality, but also that it may strongly interact with its environment,
e.g. as its surface properties becomes more important because of different
surface-to-volume ratio. A thin film is, in the context of this work, referred
to as being in the thickness range from an atomic layer up to approximately
100 nm.
In magnetic thin films two different interaction lengths must be considered. Firstly, interatomic exchange interaction will occur between the atoms
within a layer, forming a magnetically ordered state. If magnetic and nonmagnetic layers are deposited on top of each other in a multilayer stack, a
magnetic coupling could also occur between the magnetic layers (via conduction electrons) for a certain thickness of the non-magnetic barrier. This
coupling is referred to as interlayer exchange interaction and may change the
direction of the magnetization in the layers, for example from a parallel to an
antiparallel configuration. An artificial multilayer consists of a combination
of thin layers deposited on top of each other, making a structure which can
not be found in nature. In Figure 2.1 such a multilayer is illustrated, showing
a magnetic and non-magnetic material, deposited as a bilayer and repeated
four times. If the crystalline quality of the layers shows a long range structural coherence in the growth direction (crystalline structure extends over the
layers), it is also referred to as a superlattice structure. Multilayers have attracted a lot of interest due to the possibility to manipulate and tailor the
magnetic properties through the interlayer exchange interaction (Stiles, 1999)
and magnetic anisotropy induced by using combinations of ferro- and antiferromagnetic materials (Meiklejohn, 1957; Chikazumi, 1999).
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Today are magnetic multilayers used in sensors, e.g. to read the stored information of a bit on a computer hard drive. It should be noted that as the bit
size decreases, the magnetic field from a bit also decreases and the sensors
must become more and more sensitive to detect the weak signal. Recently
Fert and Grünberg were awarded the Nobel price for their discovery of the
giant magnetoresistance effect (GMR) in multilayer structures (Fert and Grünberg, 2007). They used ferromagnetic and non-magnetic metals in a multilayer
stack, which showed a difference in electric resistance of several percent
when measuring with or without an externally applied magnetic field. Thus,
the resistance depends on the mutual direction of magnetization in neighboring ferromagnetic layers, which in the absence of an applied magnetic field
is antiparallel (because of the interlayer coupling) and the stack therefore
shows a higher electrical resistance. After the discovery of GMR the sensitivity of magnetic sensors has been improved significantly, thus enabling
higher storage densities.

Figure 2.1. Illustration of a multilayer sample with 4 bilayers of thickness B. From
bottom: substrate (black), spacer (brighter) and magnetic (darker) layers that
make the multilayer or superlattice stack (finally a cap layer to prevent oxidation).

If instead a thin insulating material is used as a spacer between the ferromagnetic layers the electrons may quantum mechanically tunnel through
when the barrier is sufficiently thin, thus allowing a current to flow through
the multilayer. This effect is called tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) and
is today used for most read heads in hard drives, but also in non-volatile
magnetic random access memories (MRAM, 2009). Today, up to several hundred percent change in resistance is found in TMR structures, even at room
temperature (Ikeda, 2008).
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Much of the research conducted in Universities around the world is focusing on the basic science behind the properties. This research is extremely
important not only for us to gain more understanding of the involved physics, but also for others to use the knowledge to develop technological devices
to be used in everyday life. The work of Fert and Grünberg is a good example of a fruitful collaboration between basic science and technology since
IBM, only a few years after its discovery, produced the first hard drives utilizing the GMR effect (IBM, 2009). Most studies of the GMR and TMR effect
are related to crystalline materials (Himpsel, 1998), while amorphous multilayers are rarely found. The existence of ferromagnetic behavior in amorphous
materials was first predicted by Gubanov in the 1960´s (references within Kovalenko, 2001). The magnetic order in amorphous (and nanocrystalline materials)
originates from both short range exchange interaction (overlapping electron
wave functions) and local anisotropy effects, through spin-orbit coupling
(Liu, 2005). Amorphous ferromagnets show typically a soft (because of no
grain boundaries) and isotropic magnetic behavior. Amorphous nonmagnetic materials are also interesting to use a as spacer in TMR structures
since they are likely defect free, and thus may lead to an improved performance of the junctions (Yang, 2005). An extensive review of the use of amorphous and nanocrystalline materials as soft magnets is given in McHenry et
al. (1999).
The work of this thesis contributes to the understanding of the growth of
magnetic thin films and multilayers on metallic and oxide surfaces and how
this affects the magnetic properties. Additionally, the knowledge of how to
fabricate a thin film of Fe with high crystalline quality was applied for growing a sample that was used for the development of the EMCD technique
described in Chapter 4.

2.1 Atomic scale structures of the studied materials
Even small differences in atomic structure can strongly influence the
physical properties of a system. The atomic structure of a thin film is not
always as expected, as it is affected by the substrate and chosen growth parameters. In this chapter the types of studied structures are described, including perfect single crystalline, single crystalline, polycrystalline and amorphous materials.
Firstly, consider a perfect single crystal showing both a short and long
range atomic order, thus having a perfect continuous repetition of the atoms
throughout the sample. In these materials a smallest unit cell of repetition
can be defined, describing the structure of the entire sample. When defects
are introduced into such lattice, the short range order is sustained while the
long range is slightly perturbed. While the distortion is small, these samples
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are referred to as single crystals and their quality is often estimated by using
x-ray or electron diffraction techniques.
When there is a lack in structural coherence between the substrate and the
film, a collection of many small grains may form instead of a uniform single
crystalline film. The growth typically takes place at seeds which eventually
grow bigger and finally impinge upon each other, forming grain boundaries
with structural defects. The atomic structure of all grains is the same, preserving the short range order within each grain. However, they are rotated
with respect to each other and show therefore no long range order. Such
material is referred to as polycrystalline. Some of the samples as studied in
Papers I and II were found to contain nanometer sized polycrystallites.
Finally, materials can also be grown completely non-crystalline and are
then called amorphous. They show no long range order but exhibit a weak
short range order. The short range order appears as the atoms are to a high
degree randomly positioned, while the distances between them are following
a certain distribution. Typically the average atomic distance is similar to the
corresponding crystalline phase of this material, while the interatomic distances follow a distribution around the average. In Figure 2.2 a twodimensional illustration of crystalline and amorphous silicon dioxide is
shown, where at a first look the difference seems small, which although is
significant.

Figure 2.2. Two-dimensional illustration of the atomic structure in a) crystalline
and b) amorphous silicon dioxide. Adapted from Callister (2000).

A material can often be grown as an amorphous layer if the cooling rate is
higher than the rate at which the atoms organize in a more thermodynamically favorable state. These layers are often found not to be fully amorphous
as e.g. temperature gradients may be present at fabrication of the material. In
metals it is also possible to induce an amorphous structure by alloying with
another element, which should have approximately 15% larger atomic radius
according to the Hume-Rothery rules (Stiehler, 2007). Such alloys would show
an amorphous structure if the introduced alloying element is evenly distributed within the material. However, a combination of amorphous and
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nanocrystalline structure may in some cases also form (see e.g. Papers I and
II). When investigated with conventional analysis techniques, these materials does not show a huge difference in atomic structure as each grain consists
of only tens to hundreds of atoms. Anyhow, as shown in Chapter 2.4.1, the
sensitivity of electron diffraction and high resolution TEM techniques
(HRTEM) can be used for identifying the structure.
Depending on the application, crystalline or amorphous materials have
different advantages. The influence of atomic steps, typically created at the
interface between two crystalline materials, has shown to strongly influence
the magnetic properties such as magnetic moment, critical temperature and
interlayer exchange coupling (Holmström, 2004). A way to avoid such defects
would be to use a material with an amorphous structure. However, as described in Papers I to IV, the growth of amorphous materials in thin multilayer structures is not always a trivial task. Additionally, amorphous materials are often in a metastable phase, which makes them sensitive to elevated
temperatures where crystallization may occur (Kovalenko, 2001). For similar
CoFeZr systems as studied here the critical temperature for crystallization
was by Song and Lee (2007) found to be in the range of 350°C.

2.2 Growth of thin films and multilayers
All samples studied in this thesis were grown by members of the Materials Physics group, Department of Physics and Materials Science at Uppsala
University (for details see Liebig, 2007; Korelis, 2005; Raanaei, 2009). They were
grown in an ultrahigh vacuum system by direct-current (only for conducting
materials) and radio-frequency (also insulating materials) magnetron sputtering. In sputtering, ions are accelerated towards a target and knock out atoms.
These atoms will travel to the substrate and condensate, forming a layer.
Argon, with ultra high purity, was used here as the sputter gas. All samples
were analyzed ex situ directly after growth using x-ray diffraction techniques. Substrates of Si or MgO with high crystalline quality were used and
treated accordingly in order to remove e.g. contaminants before any deposition. Sputtering enables good control of the amount of deposited material
and allows for deposition of almost any material with selected composition.
The nominal thicknesses were obtained from the deposition rates, which
were acquired by growing a calibration sample that was characterized by xray analysis techniques. All studied samples were capped with either Al2O3
or Al (oxidizes by itself in air) in order to prevent the thin films from oxidizing.
The type of substrate used has shown to be very important for the growth
of the thin films. In Paper I the amorphous silicon oxide surface of the substrate was found to introduce crystallization when aiming at growth of amorphous Fe91Zr9 (hereon denoted as FeZr). This was found to be related to the
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dewetting of the metal and a difference in the diffusion rates of the constituents, further discussed in Chapter 2.4.1. Also in the case of growth of single
crystalline films, as used in Papers V to VII, the lattice mismatch between
the substrate and film was found to introduce defects.
When a thin film is deposited on a substrate it can grow in different
modes depending on the interaction between the substrate and deposited
material, and conditions such as the substrate temperature. If the crystal
structure and orientation of the grown film is governed by the crystal structure of the substrate, it is called epitaxial growth. Furthermore, if the grown
material has different properties than the substrate, such as elemental composition, it is referred to as heteroepitaxial growth. Three classical growth
modes are often used for describing the layer formation procedure in heteroepitaxial crystal growth (Oura, 2003), of which an illustration is shown in
Figure 2.3.
i)

Monolayer growth, also called Frank-van der Merwe growth,
where complete layer coverage occurs before the film will increase in thickness (giving flat layers). It means that the adatoms
are wetting the substrate; the adatoms bind stronger with the substrate than with each other.

ii)

Island growth, also called Volmer-Weber growth, results in isolated islands on the surface of the substrate, which as more material is deposited will merge together (coincide, coalescence or by
ripening) and form a uniform layer that eventually exhibits reduced roughness. The adatoms are not wetting the substrate since
they bind stronger to each other than to the substrate (called
dewetting).

iii)

Intermediate growth, also called Stranski-Krastanov growth,
which is first identified by a monolayer growth where after some
monolayer islands form on top, resulting in a rough surface as the
layer thickness increases. The island formation is believed to be
caused by surface diffusion of the adatoms, searching for an energy minimum (Gao, 1994).
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Figure 2.3. Illustration of three different modes in heteroepitaxial growth. In i),
complete wetting of adatoms (black circles) to the substrate (gray circles) results
in flat layers, ii) dewetting between adatoms and substrate give island formation
while in iii) an intermediate growth mode typically gives rough layers.

An important factor which determines the growth mode that will prevail
is the balance in surface tension (free energy per unit area, γ) for the substrate (γs), film (γf) and their interface (γi). If the surface tension of the substrate (γs) is higher than of the film and interface together (γf + γi), wetting
will occur in order to reduce the energy of the substrate (assuming no kinetic
barrier that must be overcome or anisotropy of the tensions). In the reverse
situation, islands will form in order for the substrate to avoid the adatoms by
minimizing its contact surface (Oura, 2003). The tension of the interface between the film and substrate becomes important if the materials are highly
miscible, making them to intermix. Magnetic materials (metals) typically
exhibit high surface tensions due to their partially filled d-shell, e.g. the surface tension of Fe is typically twice that of oxides (Himpsel, 1998). It should be
emphasized that these models focus on the first steps in the growth process,
where the underlying substrate (different material than the adatoms) will
influence the growth. As the film grows thicker, the impinging adatoms will
not meet the surface of the underlying substrate but instead the layer formed
by the previously deposited adatoms. This may induce a change in the
growth as the nominal thickness increases.
Even though these three growth modes describe heteroepitaxial crystal
growth, both island and uniform layer growth were observed for the amorphous materials studied in Papers I to IV. As shown in Paper II, island
formation is obtained when depositing Co68Fe24Zr8 (hereon denoted as
CoFeZr) on an oxide substrate. If the CoFeZr instead was grown on top of
another metal, uniform layers were obtained (Papers III and IV). The reason for the different types of growth is believed to be of the same origin,
namely the balance in surface tension of the substrate, film and their interface. More on amorphous film growth can be found in Chapters 2.4 and
2.4.1.
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2.3 Single crystalline thin films and multilayers
The growth of single crystalline materials is often a complex procedure
since thin film growth involves defect formation, chemical reactions, impurities, formation of inclusions etc. Any tension that occurs at the interface of a
heteroepitaxial structure should somehow relax. The grown crystalline material can relax in several ways, e.g. through a change in lattice parameter (or
in crystal structure) and by introducing defects such as extra atomic planes,
dislocations or waviness (Gao, 1994).
The temperature at which a thin film is grown may strongly influence the
properties of the film. A high growth temperature allows more surface diffusion of the adatoms and therefore typically produces more even and relaxed
films. However, a high temperature may give rise to interdiffusion and alloying between the different layers and also with the substrate. Instead, at reduced temperatures the energy of the adatoms will easily be transferred to
the substrate, whereby islands may form (wavy films are produced) which
eventually results in a strained film and poor crystalline quality (Oura, 2003;
Himpsel, 1998).
To ensure overall structural coherency, the optimal growth conditions
have to be established, usually by trial and error. If layers with different elemental composition are combined in a multilayer structure the optimal
growth temperature may be different for each layer. Growth studies are
therefore time-consuming. One example of a system where single layers
were grown at different temperatures can be found in the work by Yuasa et
al. (2004) where Fe/MgO magnetic tunnel junctions were studied, which are
interesting for use in e.g. TMR devices.
In Paper V, Fe/MgO superlattices were grown and characterized in order
to find a narrow temperature range which optimizes the growth of both layers at the same time. At this temperature good layering and crystalline quality should be obtained for both types of layers, throughout the multilayer
stack. For low temperatures good layering was found, although the layers
exhibited poor crystalline quality. At high growth temperatures the opposite
was instead observed. Growing Fe on MgO results in a 45° in-plane rotation
of the body centered cubic (bcc) Fe lattice, giving an [110]Fe || [100]MgO epitaxial relation (Andersson, 2007). Although this rotation significantly reduces
the misfit, approximately 4% of strain is still present and needs to be relaxed.
The samples were characterized using TEM and x-ray diffraction techniques
in order to find the optimum growth temperature.
The crystalline quality of the samples used for the EMCD experiments in
this thesis has shown to be critical for the success of the experiments (discussed in Chapter 4). It was found to be helpful to use a material with well
known magnetic properties, such as a pure bcc Fe film, in order to establish
the methodology for obtaining quantitative results. Although it sounds simple to grow such a sample, several parameters must be considered to enable
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growth of an as perfect single crystalline sample as possible, including
growth temperature, epitaxial relation to a substrate, intermixing etc. As
discussed above for the Fe/MgO superlattice, the misfit will strongly influence the crystalline quality of the sample. It can, however, be reduced by
introducing a thin superlattice stack which helps to adapt the lattice parameter between the film and substrate. This was achieved by using an Fe/V superlattice between the substrate and the Fe layer (described in Paper VII).
The remaining grain like structure of the sample (introduced by defects) can
be seen in Figure 4.7 and in Figure 1 of Paper VII.

2.4 Amorphous thin films and multilayers
Thick films and bulk ribbons of amorphous metallic alloys, also called
metallic glasses, have over the years been extensively studied and used for
their soft magnetic properties but also for their mechanical properties. Materials with an amorphous structure show interesting magnetic properties because they can be considered free from defects, such as atomic steps found
in single crystals. It is often desirable to remove defects (dislocations, grain
boundaries and impurities) in soft magnetic materials since these can act as
pinning centers for domain walls, thereby changing the properties in an unpredictable way. Generally, absence of atomic steps at the growth interfaces
typically enables a type of layer-by-layer growth with good step coverage,
resulting in smooth continuous layers.
An example of an FeZr/Al70Zr30 multilayer is shown in Figure 2.4, where
a silicon substrate with high surface roughness, containing cusps and waviness, was used. Good layering and coverage is still obtained and the bilayer
thickness is preserved throughout the stack, showing minimal thickness
variation.
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Figure 2.4. A cross sectional BF TEM micrograph of an amorphous FeZr/AlZr
multilayer grown on a non-flat silicon substrate, revealing a uniform coverage
while preserving the bilayer thickness (first thicker layer is AlZr on the substrate).
The black arrow indicates the position of a cusp in the silicon substrate. Dark
layers correspond to FeZr, brighter to AlZr and the Si substrate is at the bottom.

Metals are in general difficult to grow as amorphous layers, especially the
pure elemental metals. Extreme cooling or the use of an irradiation technique
constitutes ways to obtain the amorphous structure (Johnson, 1986; Greer, 1993).
Several other approaches exist such as alloying or by inducing a metastable
phase by growth on particular substrates such as Zr (Clemens, 1988), which
will make it amorphous up to a certain critical thickness (nanometer range).
Binary or ternary alloys have shown to be promising, including compositions
such as FeZr (Paper I; Greer, 1993; Sharma, 2008), FeTb (Tewes, 1994) and CoFeZr
(Song, 2007; Suran, 1999; Papers II to IV). An advantage of alloying is that the
material can be made amorphous with no restriction in thickness. The introduction of the non-magnetic element can however result in a reduction of the
magnetic moments in the film, e.g. as Fe atoms will be substituted by Zr
atoms. The magnetic alloys studied in this thesis, namely FeZr and CoFeZr,
therefore have a low concentration of Zr while still growing amorphous.
Typically, it requires a Zr concentration of more than approximately 7 at.%
in FeZr (Herr, 1999A; Herr, 1999B) and approximately 10 at.% in the CoFeZr
system (Kawazoe, 1997).

2.4.1 Crystallization at oxide interfaces
It is important to consider the surface properties of the material on which
we want to deposit our magnetic thin film. The surface energies will strongly
influence the mode of growth, as discussed in Chapter 2.2. The physical
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properties of oxide surfaces are often very different compared to that of metals. A metallic surface can be viewed as having a sea of electrons, facilitating the bonding of the impinging adatoms. Oxides instead show more discrete bonds, thus making it harder for the bonding of an adatom to take
place.
In Papers I to IV, these differences in wetting properties of the adatoms
on the underlying material become evident. When depositing CoFeZr onto a
metal surface, such as Al70Zr30 (hereon denoted as AlZr) in Papers III and
IV, complete wetting and fully amorphous layers were obtained. Typically,
only an amorphous signature was observed in the diffraction patterns obtained by using selected area electron diffraction (SAED) in the TEM. Some
samples showed additionally a polycrystalline ring, where the atomic plane
spacing was found to correspond to that of aluminum. From HRTEM images
a crystalline structure could only be observed in the Al cap layer, deposited
in order to prevent oxidation (see Figure 5 and 6 in Paper IV). Thus, from
the combination of SAED and HRTEM observations a fully amorphous
structure of these multilayers was concluded.
For some particular applications, e.g. concerning the TMR effect, it is desirable to instead use an insulating material as a spacer. In Papers I and II,
Al2O3 was used as an insulating spacer material in the multilayer and was in
all situations found to be fully amorphous, in agreement with other studies
(Schneider, 1997; Soroka, 2005; Brucas, 2007). However, island formation of the
magnetic material was found, as it is dewetting the oxide. Similar observations have been made for polycrystalline materials when grown on oxides
(Brucas, 2007; Soroka, 2005). In Figure 2.5a, a HRTEM image in cross section of
the multilayer CoFeZr (10 Å)/Al2O3 (20 Å) is shown (nominal thicknesses as
determined from growth rates). The image reveals isolated islands of mainly
amorphous CoFeZr, embedded in Al2O3. All Al2O3 layers are thus interconnected, showing structural percolation. A quite decent layering of the multilayer is however sustained. This is because the amount of deposited Al2O3 is
sufficient to fill up the space in between the magnetic islands and to also
form a layer. The size of the magnetic islands was estimated to be approximately 2-3 nm, which if viewed as a crystalline bcc Fe lattice would correspond to a few hundred atoms, approximately. Magnetic measurements reveal a superparamagnetic behavior, where the islands only interact via dipolar fields (see Paper II for details). As the nominal thickness of the magnetic
layer is increased the islands will merge together and eventually form a uniform layer. Figure 2.5b shows a HRTEM image where the nominal thickness of the CoFeZr was doubled (20 Å). It shows better layering but most of
the magnetic material is found to have a nanocrystalline structure instead,
which might seem counter intuitive at first.
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Figure 2.5. HRTEM images in cross section of CoFeZr/Al2O3 multilayers with
nominal thickness 10 Å in a) and 20 Å in b) of the metal. In a) mainly an amorphous structure is seen, while in b) a high degree of crystallization of CoFeZr. The
nominal thickness of Al2O3 layers was the same for both (20 Å). From bottom: Sisubstrate, Si-oxide (approximately 3 nm) and Al2O3/CoFeZr multilayer (darkest
regions correspond to CoFeZr).

Both HRTEM images in Figure 2.5 were recorded at positions on the
samples where they were as thin as possible for the electron beam to be
transmitted through. The structure of both samples was also confirmed by
SAED when averaging over a region of approximately 2 μm in top-view
geometry, compare Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6. In Paper II, results from an
even thicker CoFeZr layer is shown, revealing very good layering but also
with mainly a crystalline structure. It should be noted that when the size of
the diffracting entities of a sample is reduced, the corresponding diffracted
intensity would be spread out in reciprocal space (Williams, 1996). However,
the difference in size between the amorphous islands and crystallites in the
two samples, shown in Figure 2.5, is not tremendous. It is therefore believed
that the observed difference in atomic structure reflects the actual structure
of the grown samples.
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Figure 2.6. SAED pattern in top view geometry of the samples shown in Figure 2.5,
where the sample with 10 Å CoFeZr layer in a) shows a completely amorphous
signature while the 20 Å in b) exhibits in addition a polycrystalline structure. Different brightness and contrast is used for the two halves of each pattern for maximizing the visibility of weak features (patterns were inverted for clarity). The sharp
spots come from the crystalline Si-substrate.

Actually, crystallites were also observed when growing FeZr/Al2O3 in a
multilayer structure (Paper I). They were found to extend throughout the
FeZr layer when the thickness was in the range of 3-4 nm. However, when
the thickness was increased, the extension of crystallization was found to
stop; resulting in crystallites mainly located at the oxide interfaces, embedded in an amorphous matrix.
Here, a qualitative model of the crystallization, following Papers I and
II, is described. As previously discussed, a specific amount of Zr is required
in order to make each magnetic alloy amorphous. Remembering that the
used concentration of Zr is close to the lower limit of what is needed for
inducing an amorphous structure; crystallization could possibly occur if the
concentration of Zr is slightly reduced locally and thereby not significantly
perturbing the formation of the bcc Fe structure. Such situation could occur
if there would be a difference in mobility of the atoms, and if the diffusion
lengths are sufficient. The discussion of Paper I shows the connection between the rate at which adatoms join a cluster of atoms on the surface and
the activation energy for surface diffusion. Following this argumentation, the
diffusion rate is higher for Fe and Co than for Zr. Other studies report in the
order of 105 times faster diffusion rate of Fe than Zr in similar alloys, likely
occurring through fast interstitial-like diffusion of Fe in the amorphous alloy
(Dörner, 1991; Greer, 1993). Thus, the difference in atomic size between Fe and
Zr and their relative bond characteristics leads to diffusional asymmetry. For
the binary alloy FeZr studied in Paper I the concentration of Zr in the crystallites was estimated by measuring the lattice spacing using SAED. A linear
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relation between the Zr concentration and change in lattice parameter (Vegard´s law) of the bcc Fe was assumed, revealing a concentration of
6±2 at.% Zr in the crystallites as compared to the average concentration of
9.5±0.1 at.%. It was unfortunately not possible to estimate the amount of Zr
in the crystalline CoFeZr, since the lattice parameter of crystalline CoFe of
this concentration is unknown to the authors. However, following this argumentation a similar result would be expected.
Applying the described model to the mainly amorphous 2-3 nm large
CoFeZr islands (Figure 2.5a and Figure 2.6a) implies that the chemical segregation (due to the difference in diffusion rates) is not significantly pronounced to make the structure crystalline, since such island would consist
only of a few hundred atoms. Thus, it is likely that the strain field implied by
the Zr atoms is sufficient to force an amorphous structure within these small
islands. All islands would naturally not have exactly the same size, and some
of them are big enough to consequently obtain a crystalline structure (a couple of them visible in Figure 2.5a). This reveals a critical size of the islands
above which crystallization occurs; for the CoFeZr system here the critical
size is approximately 2-3 nm. In Figure 2.7, a schematic drawing when using a simple atomistic model of hard spheres is shown for two sizes of the
island.

Figure 2.7. Schematic drawing of two FeZr islands from a side view which in a)
would show an amorphous structure, while in b) as more material is deposited the
left part of the island shows crystallization. The crystallization is related to the
difference in diffusion rate of Fe (black) and Zr (grey) atoms, which enables regions with lower concentration of Zr to form. Arrows schematically indicate radial
strain fields induced by the bigger Zr atoms, forcing amorphization in its vicinity.

A difference between Papers I and II is that mainly thicker FeZr layers
were studied in Paper I, up to 130 Å. As described above, the increase in
crystallite size was found to stop after growth of 3-4 nm. This is also found
to be related to difference in diffusion rates. When the thickness of the deposited layer is sufficient to completely cover the oxide, the following adatoms will then be growing on a metallic surface instead of the oxide surface.
Thus, amorphization will be forced, i.e. the situation will be similar as when
using AlZr instead of Al2O3 as a spacer material.
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An interesting question arises concerning the strong difference in film
growth between AlZr and FeZr (or CoFeZr) when grown on an oxide surface, such as silicon oxide or Al2O3. Why is the AlZr found to be fully
amorphous while FeZr is not? It should be noted that the concentration of Zr
is significantly different between the alloys; in FeZr and AlZr a Zr concentration of 9 at.% and 30 at.% was used, respectively. Following the model
for crystallization as described above one would expect a larger critical size
of amorphous islands in AlZr. The critical size is therefore in AlZr large
enough to form a uniform layer before crystallization of individual islands
occur. Thus, both the initial stage of growth of AlZr (before the oxide is
completely covered) and subsequent deposition will result in an amorphous
structure. Additionally, the findings by Yang et al. (2005) support that the
amorphous phase of AlZr in the concentration range of 24-68 at.% Zr is
thermodynamically more stable than the crystalline phase when grown on a
metal surface. This would imply that up to 6 at.% of Zr must locally be
pushed out before crystallization can occur in AlZr, to be compared with
only approximately 2 at.% in the FeZr system studied here.

2.5 Magnetic properties of thin films and multilayers
The magnetism of a sample arises as a consequence of several interactions within the material. Magnetic moments describe the strength and direction of the magnetism in the sample, originating from both the movement of
the electron around the nucleus (orbital angular momentum, mL) and the
intrinsic magnetism of the electron itself as described by its spin (spin angular momentum mS). In this thesis, the transition metals Fe and Co were studied, in which the magnetic properties are carried by the unpaired inner 3d
electrons. These 3d electrons are considered as being delocalized with respect to the atomic nuclei. Via exchange interaction between the electrons a
difference in the density of states of spin-up and spin-down electrons arises,
which results in a net magnetic moment (Jiles, 1998). As the thickness of a
magnetic material is reduced, significant changes in the magnetic properties
and behaviour are obtained. Such properties include magnetic anisotropy,
which describes how the magnetization varies between different directions in
the sample. In a thin film, which is almost at the two-dimensional limit,
shape anisotropy is observed because of interaction with its own magnetic
stray field.
Desirable properties of a soft magnetic material are typically low coercivity and high saturation magnetization. The coercive field in crystalline materials is connected to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and thus related to the
structure and quality of the crystal, where defects and strain may result in a
type of ‘inner friction’ for a change in magnetization. Amorphous materials,
due to their nature, do not show such effects. Another important parameter is
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the Curie temperature of the amorphous alloy, which should preferably be
high for practical use of the material. In the fully amorphous FeZr alloy of
the concentration studied here the Curie temperature is approximately 200 K
(Wildes, 2003). Instead for CoFeZr it is around 800 K (Shen, 1993), which is well
above the recrystallization temperature of the amorphous structure.

2.5.1 Induced magnetic anisotropy
In crystalline materials the spin-orbit coupling makes the magnetic moments lie along preferred directions, called easy axes, which are determined
by the symmetry of the crystal. This gives rise to magnetic anisotropy and is
naturally found in crystalline materials, thus referred to as magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Having such anisotropy in a specimen means that the magnetization of the sample is different when measured in different directions.
It is possible to induce an easy axis into a crystalline material, e.g. by annealing in the presence of an applied magnetic field (Dillinger, 1935) or by
applying a magnetic field already during growth (Hirsch, 1969). Both the magnitude and direction of the easy axis can be altered in this way (Chikazumi,
1999). In a simple case there is induced uniaxial anisotropy, where only one
easy direction of magnetization exists. The effect has been explained as the
magnetic field induces directionality of short range order, and would thereby
require local atomic motion (Berry, 1975).
An amorphous material would not exhibit any spontaneous anisotropy because of the lack of long range order. However, it is possible to induce uniaxial magnetic anisotropy also into amorphous materials, by influencing the
short range order. Two ways to do this are by post-annealing in the presence
of an applied magnetic field (Berry, 1975; Zweck, 2000) or by applying a field
already while growing the sample (Suran, 1984; Suran, 1991). The latter technique was used in Paper III where magnetic anisotropy was imprinted in
fully amorphous single and double layers of CoFeZr, grown in between AlZr
layers. An easy and a hard magnetization axis was observed in a single layer
sample, as shown in Figure 2.8, by magnetization curves measured in two
directions with respect to the direction of the applied field used during film
growth. For a double layer the direction of the applied magnetic field was
rotated 90° between the CoFeZr layers, resulting in a 90° difference between
the easy axis directions of the two magnetic layers (see Figure 10 in Paper
III). These results reveal the possibility of controlling the direction of the
easy axis for each layer, therefore making it possible to tailor the magnetic
anisotropies in layered amorphous structures.
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Figure 2.8. Magnetization measurements of a single layer of amorphous CoFeZr
(on AlZr) grown in the presence of an applied magnetic field, thereby inducing
uniaxial anisotropy. Soft (a) and hard magnetization axes (b) are found when
measuring parallel and perpendicular with respect to the applied field during film
growth. Figures from Paper III.

Additionally, in Paper II uniaxial anisotropy was in the same way induced in the thickest multilayer samples consisting of CoFeZr/Al2O3 (constant direction of the applied field). As described in Chapter 2.4.1, these
multilayers consisted of both amorphous and nanocrystalline material. However, magnetic measurements revealed very similar magnetic properties as
for the fully amorphous layers in Paper III, regarding both coercivity and
required applied field to reach saturation. The magnetic response could
therefore originate from both the amorphous and crystalline material.
As uniaxial anisotropy would induce structural directionality on the short
range order, it should be possible to characterize using the well defined rings
in the SAED pattern shown in Figure 2.6b. The rings were measured in three
directions separated by 60° when using the Si (220) reflections as a calibration for each direction. By using the Si-substrate for accurate calibration it is
possible to minimize the influence from astigmatism in the diffraction pattern. Nevertheless, no significant change could be observed within the accuracy of the measurement, see Paper II for details. It is therefore unknown if
the origin of the anisotropy is connected to the crystalline or amorphous
phase in the CoFeZr/Al2O3 samples. All diffraction patterns were acquired in
the presence of the strong magnetic field perpendicular to the thin film, as
exerted by the objective lens in the TEM. Its possible influence on the structure of the material is not known. Nevertheless, even though we by TEM can
distinguish a structural difference between the samples, namely amorphous
vs. nanocrystalline, it was for these samples found to only weakly influence
the magnetic response. Only minor fluctuations in the required applied field
to reach saturation, remanence and coercivity field were observed, in both
the easy and hard magnetization directions (compare Papers II and III).
Homogeneous, ideally isotropic amorphous materials should of course not
show any macroscopic magnetic anisotropy. However, on a local scale it
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may be different; the magnetization of small regions could experience local
magnetic anisotropy, thereby resulting in a macroscopic anisotropy. Reasons
for such fluctuations could be related to e.g. local chemical inhomogeneities,
stresses interacting with magnetostriction, or, on an atomic level by a difference in exchange field due to the neighboring atoms (Graham, 1978). Different
models exist to describe the underlying mechanism for the anisotropy, see
e.g. Zweck and Trautsch (2000) and references within. To determine the
mechanism is not a trivial task, as it requires analysis of changes on an
atomic level.
In Paper III we discuss two models, attempting to explain the origin of
the magnetic anisotropy – from a macroscopic and microscopic point of
view. From the macroscopic view the anisotropy could be caused by anisotropic magnetostriction effects (Chikazumi, 1999), similar as in crystalline materials. The applied magnetic field during growth would then induce a slight
asymmetry of the nearest neighbor atomic distances with respect to the direction of the field, which would be sustained after growth. However, this is
most often applied to samples which are crystalline, where the typical fractional change in length due to magnetostriction is in the order of 10-5 to 10-6
(Jiles, 1998) and are therefore difficult to assess. Similar magnetostriction values or less are found in amorphous alloys (Graham, 1978). The microscopic
point of view involves instead local compositional changes inside the alloy
where directional ordering of atomic pairs occurs in order to relax the structure. Therefore, the atoms would locally rearrange in the presence of the
applied magnetic field during growth; either regardless to the chemical identity of the atoms (called topological short-range order) or by a type of
chemical ordering or clustering (referred to as compositional short-rage ordering) driven by changes in the chemical identity of near neighbor atoms
(Graham, 1978). Studies of induced anisotropy upon annealing are found to be
related to minute changes of excess free volume (Zweck, 2000) as the reversibility of the reorientation was found to be limited.
As discussed above, the spin-orbit coupling is the origin of magnetocrystalline anisotropy in a crystalline material. To obtain more knowledge about
the anisotropy in the amorphous CoFeZr alloy, x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) was used, see Paper IV for details. It allows for the determination of the ratio between orbital and spin magnetic moment (mL/mS
ratio) for both Fe and Co separately. For a 200 Å thick single layer (grown
without an applied field) the ratio for Co was found to be similar to what is
observed for its pure crystalline phase, why the absence of long-range order
in this amorphous material appears to have only minor influence. The mL/mS
ratio in Fe was instead found to be significantly reduced. This quenching
should not be due to local configurations of the atoms as they are randomly
distributed for an amorphous alloy. This is supported by element specific
magnetization curves (Figure 8 of Paper IV) which show very similar behavior for both Fe and Co. In this type of alloy, an increase of the Fe content
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has been found to decrease the coercivity and thereby softening the magnetic
properties (Suran, 1999).
A multilayer structure using AlZr as a spacer was also analyzed with
XMCD, in which the mL/mS ratio for Co was found to be lowered as compared to the single layer. This indicates that there is an influence from the
increased number of interfaces, where the CoFeZr and AlZr layers were
found to be intermixed. The mixing becomes visible from HRTEM images
in Figure 5 of Paper IV, showing a blurred interface between the layers. Xray diffraction measurements revealed a highly correlated roughness of the
interfaces throughout the sample, typically in the order of 5-10 Å. This
XMCD study shows therefore a correlation between structural changes and
the orbital moment contribution of Co, here induced by the intermixing. A
subsequent step would be to analyze samples that were grown in the presence of an applied magnetic field (showing anisotropy) and thereby study
any potential influence on the orbital moment.

2.6 Applied techniques for thin film characterization
Here follows a summary of characterization techniques, other than TEM,
that were used mainly by collaborators in the included papers. Results from
these measurements assisted in the interpretation of the TEM studies, which
are described separately in Chapter 3.

2.6.1 X-ray diffraction techniques
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is the most commonly used tool for nondestructive characterization of thin films and multilayer samples. It gives
information about properties such as layer thicknesses, layer quality (including roughness and coherence lengths) and lattice parameters. Models in
simulation programs (e.g. Björck, 2007) are applied in order to obtain quantitative information, although they are often only applicable when studying
close to uniform layers. The results represent an average obtained over a
large area of the sample, so when samples that contain island structures are
characterized (as in Papers I and II) the models usually fail to describe the
real structure of the system. These results can be in contrast with observations in the electron microscope. Such a case is seen in Paper II where x-ray
reflectivity (XRR) simulations of experimental data indicated a uniform
layer thickness of approximately 1 nm (although rough), whereas isolated
islands with a more than double out-of-plane size were measured with TEM.
XRD analysis of amorphous materials can be used to verify the amorphous structure. A lattice parameter can however not be defined for amorphous materials because the distance between the atoms follows a distribution. This lack of long range order yields low intensity from interfering
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atomic structures in XRD. A material referred to as being x-ray amorphous
might nevertheless contain nanocrystals that can be detected using electron
diffraction in the TEM. This becomes possible because of the larger scattering cross section for the electrons with matter, compared with x-rays
(Cockayne, 2007). The presence of nanocrystalline grains embedded in an
amorphous matrix, such as seen in Paper I, was not possible to detect by
means of XRD. However the crystallites gave a strong signature in the magnetization properties, and could be confirmed by complimentary TEM analysis.
XRR provides information about the layer quality (interface properties)
and thickness when combined with a simulation, regardless if the sample is
crystalline or amorphous. This low angle scattering from a multilayer sample
yields a characteristic spectrum, typically as shown in Figure 2 of Paper V,
where the finer oscillations (called Kiessig fringes) originate from constructive interference from the top surface and bottom interface of the film. They
therefore give information about the total film thickness. The more intense
reflectivity peaks originate from constructive interference from the repeated
bilayer. As a rule of thumb, a sample that shows fringes/peaks for a large
angular range typically has good layer quality, e.g. well defined layer thickness and low roughness. Additionally, rocking curve measurements over the
reflectivity peaks (also called transverse diffuse scan), as shown in Papers II
and IV, give information about the correlated roughness of the bilayer. This
should not be confused with rocking curve measurement on a Bragg peak in
XRD which describes the deviation from being a perfect single crystal. Details about experimental set-ups for x-ray analysis of thin films can be found
in e.g. Birkholz (2006) together with analysis of data in Fewster (1996) and
Zabel (1994).

2.6.2 Magneto-optic effect for magnetic characterization
The magnetic properties of the samples in Papers I to IV were characterized using the magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE). It occurs when the light
from a laser interacts with the magnetic material to be studied. The polarization of the light will be changed upon reflection, which occurs through spinorbit interaction (Qiu, 2000). The MOKE set-up allows a rather straightforward measurement of magnetic hysteresis loops at different temperatures
and field directions (e.g. to find the symmetry of the magnetic anisotropy). It
is also possible to record the change in saturation magnetization with temperature and from that extract the Curie temperature. To obtain absolute
values of the magnetization a calibration sample must be used. The Kerr
effect can furthermore be used to visualize the magnetic domain structure of
a sample (used in Paper III).
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2.6.3 Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) was applied to accurately
determine the chemical composition of the samples studied in Papers I to
IV. A high energy beam of 4He+ ions is penetrating into the sample (up to
micrometers) and is backscattered. The backscattering is caused by the interaction with the electrostatic potential of the atomic nuclei in the sample. The
number and energy of the backscattered He ions are analyzed in order to
obtain information about the chemical composition and depth distribution of
elements in the sample.
In connection to Paper I, the average concentration of Zr was determined
to be between 9.3-9.6 at.% in the FeZr alloy. Additionally, the average composition in the CoFeZr alloy (Papers II to IV) was determined to 68±3 at.%
of Co, 24±3 at.% of Fe, 7.6±0.2 at.% of Zr and 0.11±0.02 at.% of Hf which
is a common impurity found in Zr.
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3 Transmission Electron Microscopy

Throughout this thesis, the TEM has been the analysis tool for characterizing the materials. The TEM enables a number of characterization possibilities such as: imaging all the way to the atomic level, structural information
using electron diffraction, chemical analysis using e.g. electron energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS) or energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and
magnetic measurements via e.g. EMCD or electron holography. The standard TEM techniques used in this thesis are briefly discussed in this chapter,
while more complete descriptions can be found in text books, such as Williams (1996) and Egerton (1996).

Figure 3.1. Photograph of the FEI Tecnai F30-ST 300 keV FEG instrument, situated at the Ångström laboratory, used in this thesis. The microscope is equipped
with a Gatan GIF2002 spectrometer, EDS, HAADF detector and rotatable biprism.
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In TEM, fast electrons which are transmitted through a specimen are analyzed. The electrons are emitted from a filament and accelerated to approximately 70-80% of the speed of light (200 to 300 keV) and with the help of
lenses and apertures directed towards the specimen. A specimen must be
made thin enough in order for the electrons to be transmitted through (typically <100 nm). Some of the fast electrons will interact with the sample and
are analyzed, thereby providing information about the material. Just as for
convex optical glass lenses, the magnetic lenses used in the electron microscope shows a focal and image plane. In the focal plane the electron diffraction patterns is found, which give structural information about the specimen.
Various contrast mechanisms (diffraction, chemical, magnetic etc.) can be
utilized when acquiring images of the specimen, often with a spatial resolution all way down to the atomic level.
The microscopes have undergone a fantastic development since the first
electron microscope was invented by Ruska and Knoll back in the 1930’s,
driven by the improved spatial resolution when using electrons instead of
light (Williams, 1996). Especially the development of new electron emitters like
the field emission gun, advanced computer control systems, sophisticated
cameras and detectors have considerably improved the technique over the
years. Recently a spherical aberration corrector for the lenses and electron
monochromator has resulted in a significant progress of the technique. A
worldwide collaboration is now working on making a chromatic aberration
corrector (The TEAM project, 2009), which together with a high order corrected
energy filter allows for elemental mapping on the atomic scale, thus enabling
single atom spectroscopy using the TEM! The sample holder and goniometer
have as well been developed, allowing for close to atomic stability and precision of sample movement (Dahmen, 2008). All these improvements will be
beneficial for several TEM techniques, not least for the development of
EMCD (described in Chapter 4).
The TEM has over the years proven to be an invaluable tool for characterization of various material properties, such as structural, chemical and
magnetic. For example, the TEM has in Papers I to V proven to be important for the structural characterization and understanding of the growth process of thin films and multilayers. Unfortunately no measurement technique is
complete; TEM usually requires sample preparation which might influence
the measured properties (see Chapter 3.1) and only a small part of the sample is characterized. Anyhow, an excellent combination is to use TEM in
conjunction with other tools, such as x-ray scattering and magneto-optic
characterization techniques to verify the properties of a sample.
Since the TEM enables so many characterization possibilities it is today
not possible to be and expert in all of them. The work of this thesis makes
use of some established analysis techniques and contributes to the development of the novel EMCD technique.
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3.1 Used microscopes and sample preparation
Two different TEM’s have been utilized in this work. A JEOL JEM2000FXII, equipped with a LaB6 electron gun operated at 200 keV, has been
used for conventional bright field (BF)/dark field (DF) imaging and selected
area electron diffraction (SAED) experiments. This microscope provides
easy access and simple recording of images on negatives. Additionally, for
conventional imaging and more advanced analysis such as HRTEM, EELS
and scanning-TEM (STEM), a FEI Tecnai F30ST microscope equipped with
a field emission gun (FEG) operated at 300 keV (Schottky emitter) has been
used. The microscope is equipped with a post-column spectrometer, Gatan
image filter 2002 (GIF), and a 2048 x 2048 pixel charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera. This spectrometer corrects up to second order aberrations
and enables the use of energy selecting slits above approximately 2 eV in
size.
It is very important to use a TEM sample preparation technique that does
not change the properties of the sample that we want to study. Throughout
this work, classical sample preparation techniques including dimple grinding
and ion milling have been used (Alani, 1992). For preparation in cross section,
small pieces of the sample were clamped inside a Ti-ring (Technoorg Linda,
2009) and embedded in epoxy glue, which was coarsely polished from both
sides to approximately 80 μm thickness and dimple grinded using a Gatan
Dimple grinder model 656 from both sides. For top view samples, a 3 mm
disc was cut out using a Gatan ultrasonic disc cutter model 601, which was
thereafter coarsely polished to approximately 80 μm in thickness and dimple
grinded. Top view samples were prepared especially for diffraction experiments, since it enables study of a larger part of the thin film than in cross
section. These dimple grinded samples (thickness of approximately 5-30 μm
in the thinnest part) were then ion milled using a Gatan Precision Ion Polishing System (PIPS™) model 691 to electron transparency with an incidence
angle of 5-9° and 1.2-4.5 keV acceleration voltage of the Ar-ions. The samples were typically analyzed directly after the ion thinning in order to minimize the influence of oxidation effects. For further details in a particular
case, see description in respective paper.
It is particularly important to consider sample preparation induced
changes for samples where small structural differences are to be studied,
since it may easily be affected by e.g. the energy transferred during ion milling. In such cases the comparison with other experimental analysis techniques becomes important in order to confirm the experimental findings
from TEM, e.g. structural analysis using x-ray diffraction and magnetic
measurements using MOKE (Papers I to IV) or XMCD (Paper IV).
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3.2 Imaging and diffraction techniques
The possibility to obtain images of a sample in combination with the electron diffraction pattern from a selected region (SAED) is a great strength of
the TEM. The contrast mechanism in the images can be controlled by e.g.
selecting different scattering conditions, thereby obtaining BF, DF and
HRTEM images. BF images (and DF) are useful for imaging diffraction
related effects, such as the deviation from perfect single crystal structure, as
seen in Figure 3.2 for the Fe/MgO superlattice (described in Paper V).
Bright and dark contrasts within one layer reveal the grain like structure of
each crystalline layer. The deviation was measured using XRD, where the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a rocking curve measurement on the
Fe (002) reflection was approximately ±1°.

Figure 3.2. BF TEM image in cross section of an Fe/MgO superlattice on an MgO
substrate, grown at the optimum temperature (165°C). The misorientation of the
crystal structure becomes evident from this image (strong black/white contrast
within a layer), making the layering barely visible.

HRTEM images of the same sample as shown in Figure 3.2 revealed Fe
and MgO atomic planes appearing to be in registry with each other (see Figure 7 in Paper V). However, diffraction studies using SAED and XRD revealed no superlattice reflections at the Fe (002) reflection, which would be
expected for such multilayer structure. Their absence was found to be related
to an uncorrelated variation of the distance between Fe-Fe and MgO-MgO
layers. The variation originates from the presence of atomic steps and terraces as the out of plane lattice distances of Fe and MgO are mismatched.
Thus, in the vicinity of the Fe (002) Bragg peak only Laue fringes are observed, which arise as a result of scattering at the 15 independent Fe layers,
see Paper V for details.
While diffraction typically gives structural information on a large lateral
scale, HRTEM gives information about the arrangement of the atoms more
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locally (Williams, 1996). The contrast in an HRTEM image arises from the
interaction between electrons with a difference in phase (diffracted beams),
thereby showing the positions of atomic columns. However, the HRTEM
images will unfortunately be distorted because of aberrations of the magnetic
lenses in the microscope, and must therefore be considered.
In the work related to Papers I to V, HRTEM was used for measurements
of the structure among the atoms and the layering within the film. Typically
ten to twenty HRTEM images were recorded as a focal series by changing
defocus of the objective lens in steps of -5 or -10 nm, starting from the Gaussian focus where the defocus was set to zero (sample is in focus). The objective astigmatism was optimized by studying the Fourier transform of the
HRTEM image, typically using the amorphous epoxy glue from sample
preparation. A representative image was selected by the criterion that the
interface between the substrate and layers should be minimized, being near
the Scherzer defocus (here approximately -60 nm) and where the HRTEM
pattern of the single crystalline substrate appears well defined. However, in
order to determine the exact positions and arrangement of the atoms, calculations must be performed. Calculations describe how the contrast in the image
will change as a function of the spacing between the atoms, by defocus and
aberrations. In this thesis, such calculations were not performed since the
HRTEM study mainly relates to amorphous or crystalline materials with an
unknown strain, which unfortunately are very complex to define. The
HRTEM images themselves provide valuable information, which together
with SAED has proven to be an excellent combination for identifying and
determining structural properties. An example from Paper I is when SAED
was used to determine that crystallization had occurred and gave the lattice
spacing, while BF and HRTEM images showed that the crystallization was
mainly formed at the oxide interfaces.
A way to obtain images where the intensity directly reflects the chemical
modulation of e.g. a multilayer would be by using energy filtered TEM
(EFTEM) imaging (described in Chapter 3.4) or by STEM. In Paper V,
STEM was used for studying the layering of Fe/MgO layers that were grown
at different temperatures. In STEM the electron beam is focused to a small
spot (down to the Ångström level) that is scanned across the sample, while
counting the number of scattered electrons in each scan point. Depending on
the settings of the microscope that determine the scattering angle at which
the electrons are collected (e.g. camera length), either chemical or diffraction
contrast can be chosen as the dominating contrast in the image.
As discussed in Chapter 2.6.1, XRD patterns from fully amorphous materials are typically of low intensity and are often difficult to make use of.
However, diffraction studies become possible in the TEM due to the stronger
interaction between the fast electrons and the atoms in the sample. Despite
the fact that an amorphous diffraction pattern will be spread out in intensity
(due to the distribution in atomic spacing), a fingerprint of the material will
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still be obtained (e.g. as in Figure 2.6a). The atomic spacing is described by
an average value, corresponding to the position of maximum intensity of the
broad band. Models can be applied for simulating the intensity distribution,
typically using a radial distribution function (Kovalenko, 2001), thereby obtaining information about the nearest neighbor bond distances. However, when
the diffraction pattern consist of a sum of several amorphous materials it
becomes difficult to interpret, which is the case in Papers I to IV.

3.3 Electron scattering
The interaction between the fast electrons (generated by the electron gun)
and the sample is typically described as elastic or inelastic. In elastic scattering the energy of the fast electrons is preserved, only the direction of propagation is changed. The deflection is caused by electrostatic (Coulomb) forces
between the fast electron (wave vector ki) and atoms (both electrons and
nucleus) in the sample, as schematically shown in Figure 3.3. The wave
vector of the diffracted beam is described by kf and thus the wave vector
transfer by q = kf - ki. If the magnitude of the scattering vectors are the
same, | ki | = | kf |, then the scattering process is elastic, otherwise inelastic.
In inelastic scattering the fast electron will transfer energy to the sample via
e.g. lattice vibrations or by exciting a core electron, and could change its
direction of propagation (Williams, 1996). The inelastic scattering events can be
used for e.g. chemical analysis of the sample, as described in Chapter 3.4.

Figure 3.3. Scheme of the momentum transfer process in electron scattering, where
the incoming and final wave front normal is described by ki and kf, respectively.
The momentum q is transferred to the diffracted electron, as determined by the
interaction between the fast electron and the electric field (E) of the atom. Figure
after Hébert et al. (2008).
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Dynamical and kinematical scattering theory are two models used for calculating the intensity in a diffraction pattern, and thereby describing the interaction between the fast electrons and the specimen. The kinematical theory (Williams, 1996) is a simpler approach where it is assumed that the fast
electrons either only transmit through the specimen unaffected or are elastically scattered once (giving rise to constructive interference as described by
Bragg’s law). The dynamical theory is more complete since multiple scattering events of the electrons are included, but also more complex to calculate.
There are two equivalent ways of solving the problem of dynamic electron
diffraction; the wave-mechanical approach in which the Bloch wave theory
is used or the wave-optical approach using Fresnel-optics theory (Williams,
1996). The Bloch wave formalism describes a solution to the Schrödinger
equation for a plane wave of electrons moving through the atomic lattice, i.e.
a periodic potential. Within dynamical diffraction the inelastic scattering is
described by the double differential scattering cross section with respect to
energy and solid scattering angle as
∂ 2σ
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where | i > and < f | are the initial and final states of the target electron with
energies Ei and Ef, respectively. The Bohr radius is denoted a0, R is the position of the target electron and γ is a relativistic factor for the fast electrons
(Schattschneider, 2006B; Rubino, 2007; Brydson, 2001). The Bloch wave formalism
and equation (1) was used in the calculation of the electron scattering related
to EMCD, see Chapter 4.3.

3.4 Electron Energy-Loss Spectroscopy
When fast electrons in the TEM interact with the atoms of a sample, some
will be scattered inelastically. Energy is then transferred from the fast electrons to the sample, e.g. ionizing an atom by exciting a core electron. The
energy of this excitation is characteristic and depends on the elemental composition, therefore making EELS an excellent tool for chemical analysis.
Modern microscopes have small and well defined energy spread of the fast
electrons (typically 0.1 to 2 eV), thus enabling excellent energy resolution in
EELS related work. The energy-losses of the transmitted electrons can be
measured using a post-column electron energy-loss spectrometer, of which a
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scheme is shown in Figure 3.4. The electrons will be separated in energy by
a magnetic prism, where their distribution can be recorded with a CCD camera.

Figure 3.4. Cross sectional scheme of the Gatan Image Filter (GIF), used for
studying energy-losses of the electrons (EELS). The electrons are separated according to their energy-losses by the magnetic prism, and their distribution can be
recorded using advanced lenses and a CCD camera. Image from www.gatan.com.

The energy distribution of the fast electrons is observed in an energy-loss
spectrum, where typical features such as the zero-loss peak (ZLP, no loss in
energy), plasmons (interaction with electrons in the outermost atomic orbitals) and inner-shell ionizations with fine structures are found. A typical
EELS spectrum is shown in Figure 3.5 of the low-loss region where the ZLP
and plasmon peaks are found. For inner-shell losses (also called core-losses)
a typical edge for Fe L2,3 is shown in Figure 4.11. Depending on which transition that is involved in the inner-shell ionization it is denoted according to
the Bohr shell from where it originated, where e.g. L2,3 corresponds to
2p1/2,3/2 electrons excited to 3d or 4s final states (L2 at 721 eV and L3 at
708 eV energy-loss in Fe). The probability of inelastic interaction between a
fast electron and the specimen increases with sample thickness. This probability is described by the total inelastic mean free path, which is in the order
of 100 nm for 300 keV electrons in an Fe sample (Egerton, 1996). Thus, depending on the thickness of the specimen, multiple inelastic scattering events
must be considered in e.g. quantitative measurements of elemental compositions, where the areas of the ionization edges reflect the chemical concentrations.
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Figure 3.5. A typical EELS spectrum showing characteristic features such as the
ZLP, plasmon excitation and an inner-shell ionization edge (Fe M2,3). The spectrum has been magnified 50 times above 10 eV energy-loss for clarity.

The GIF is not only a spectrometer but enables also acquisition of energy
filtered images (or energy filtered diffraction patterns) by the use of an energy-selecting slit and an advanced lens system, schematically shown in
Figure 3.4. Fast electrons which have undergone a certain energy-loss are
first selected (filtered) by using the slit, positioned in an energy dispersive
plane. The original image can be retrieved after the energy filtering by the
lenses of the GIF, and be recorded with the CCD camera. Thus, the intensity
of an energy filtered image will show where in the specimen the selected
energy-loss of the fast electrons took place.
If a small slit is used and several images are acquired with a small continuous offset in energy, a three dimensional data cube consisting of the
image plane (or diffraction plane) and energy-loss is obtained (Jeanguillaume,
1989; Mayer, 1997), illustrated in Figure 4.8. This data cube can be used for
reconstructing the corresponding EELS-spectrum at every column of pixels
in the image. Thus, it provides a chemical analysis where the spatial resolution is determined by the size of the pixels and energy resolution by the
width of the energy selecting slit (and step size). Depending on the experimental settings of the TEM it is possible to obtain filtered images with a
spatial resolution down in the sub-nanometer range (Freitag, 1999). It is also
possible to construct maps where the contrast reflects e.g. the distribution of
an element throughout the sample (EFTEM image), or as described in Chapter 4, the magnetic properties of the sample by using angular dependent
inelastic scattering. Details about energy-loss related techniques and data
processing can be found in Egerton (1996) or Brydson (2001).
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4 Electron energy-loss Magnetic Circular
Dichroism (EMCD)

EMCD is a promising and quickly developing technique for measuring
magnetic properties of a sample, such as the ratio of the orbital to spin magnetic moments, using EELS in the TEM. It was originally proposed by Hébert and Schattschneider (2003) and experimentally proven by Schattschneider and Werner (2005), while further established in Schattschneider et al.
(2006A). Actually, already in the late 1980´s there was considerable evidence that the magnetic moment in a sample influences the L3 to L2 ratio in
EELS (Pease, 1991). The first measurements of dichroism with the TEM were
made using linear magnetic dichroism, reported by Yuan and Menon (1997).
The development (simplification) and spread of the technique in the near
future will be important for establishing EMCD as a technique for quantitative magnetic measurements on the nanometer level. Recently, Zhang et al.
(2009) reported evidence of intrinsic ferromagnetism in dilute magnetic
semiconducting nanostructures using EMCD, thereby applying the technique
to provide insight into a materials science problem.
In this chapter a brief introduction to EMCD is given, while focus is on
the practical measurements and data treatment for obtaining quantitative data
of the mL/mS ratio, as reported in Papers VI to VIII. Further details about
the technique can be found in a book to come (Schattschneider, 2009), or previously published articles (e.g. Hébert, 2008; Schattschneider, 2006A; Rusz, 2007B) and
Ph.D. theses (Rubino, 2007; Rusz, 2005).

4.1 How EMCD works and which information is
obtained
Scattering angle dependent EELS measurements yield information on the
momentum transfer between the fast electrons and the specimen. It therefore
allows studies of directionality in bonding characteristics within an anisotropic material (Brydson, 2001). In EMCD the angular dependent inelastic scattering is used for obtaining information about the magnetic properties of a
specimen.
EMCD is often compared with the more established technique where circularly polarized x-rays from a synchrotron source are used, namely XMCD
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(Stöhr, 1993). In XMCD one measures the difference between absorption spectra when using left and right circularly polarized x-rays. The x-rays will excite, for example, 2p electrons into unoccupied states of the 3d-band. The
measured difference relies on spin-orbit splitting of 2p-core level states (into
2p1/2 and 2p3/2) and splitting of the 3d band due to exchange interaction (spin
up and spin down energy band), giving a difference in probability for the
excitations. From the sum rules for XMCD (Thole, 1992; Carra, 1993) it is possible to use this difference spectrum to obtain information about the orbital
and spin magnetic moments of the sample with element specificity.
The description of the processes involved in EMCD is more complex. To
obtain an EMCD signal specific conditions, summarized below, must be
fulfilled (Rubino, 2007). Firstly, two coherent waves with a difference in phase
(phase shifted) must exist in order to have two simultaneous momentum
transfers (described by q and q’ and indicated in Figure 4.1), which should
not be parallel. The specimen can be used as a beam splitter for the fast electrons to obtain coherent superposition of several electron waves with different diffraction vectors, and thereby different momentum transfers
(Schattschneider, 2006A). Often only two or three electron beams are considered,
represented by orienting the single crystalline specimen in a two-beam case
(2BC) or three-beam case (3BC) geometry. For simplicity only the 2BC is
considered in the following description. The EMCD effect stems from the
inelastic scattering of these two phase shifted beams that excite core electrons to unoccupied states. Experiments described in Papers VI to VIII involve transitions from the 2p core state to unoccupied 3d (also 4s) valence
states (L2,3 edge). Thus, the fast original electrons (treated as a plane wave)
can be viewed as they must scatter inside the specimen both elastically (now
described by Bloch waves as they interact with the lattice) and inelastically
(described by MDFF, see Chapter 4.3). The probability for these events to
occur is low compared to purely elastic scattering, thus the measured intensities in EMCD are small. Consequently the measurements are, in this set-up,
limited to single crystalline specimens in order to obtain the phase shifted
waves. It is however not required to orient the single crystalline specimen in
a 2BC or 3BC geometry, but makes the description of the process and interpretation more easy at this stage of development of the technique. A schematic illustration of a single crystalline specimen oriented in a 2BC geometry is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of the diffraction geometry in 2BC and an indication on how the EMCD signal is distributed in reciprocal space (kx-ky plane).
The transmitted (0) and Bragg scattered beams (G), together with the horizontal
(solid line) and vertical (dashed line) mirror axes are shown. Positions PUpR, PDnR,
PUpL and PDnL indicate detector positions in the kx-ky plane, as defined by the chosen mirror axis. The two wave vector transfers are described by q and q’, here
pointing to a Thales circle position. For further details see Papers VI and VII.

X-ray absorption spectrometry and EELS are found to exhibit many similarities. Under specific assumptions the polarization vector for the x-rays
(direction of oscillation of the associated electric field) is equivalent to the
momentum transfer as measured in EELS (Rubino, 2007). Returning to the
comparison between the XMCD and EMCD techniques one finds that the
helicity of the excitation, with respect to the magnetization of the specimen
(Hébert, 2008), should be reversed to obtain the magnetic information. In the
measurements performed here it is accomplished by acquiring two EELS
spectra when having a difference in sign of the vector product q x q’. Two
such detector orientations are connected (by symmetry) and determined by a
mirror axis e.g. passing through the transmitted (0) and diffracted beams
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(G), in the following referred to as a horizontal mirror axis. Specific scattering angles are selected at e.g. PUpR and PDnR positions (also called detector
positions), as shown in Figure 4.1. The difference between these two EELS
spectra is in the following called EMCD or dichroic spectrum/signal, of
which an example is shown in Figure 4.2. Thus, the magnetic properties of
the sample will be reflected by the change in intensity between the two spectra. Further details about the scattering processes can be found in the paper
by Hébert et al. (2008).

Figure 4.2. Two EELS spectra extracted at the detector positions PUpR and PDnR
with the specimen in 2BC geometry (pre-edge background subtracted and normalized in the post edge region, see Chapter 4.7.1.) The difference spectrum, called
the EMCD spectrum, gives the areas at the L2,3 edges to be used in the sum rules.

Measurements of EMCD are found not only to be possible when the
phase shift is π/2, which in XMCD would correspond to left and right circularly polarized x-rays (Rubino, 2007). Instead, the EMCD signal spreads out
over a larger region in reciprocal space (kx, ky) due to dynamical diffraction
of the electrons and is therefore depending on various parameters such as
sample thickness, tilt angles and elemental composition. A typical distribution of the signal can be seen in Figure 4.1 (and in Papers VI and VII).
However, because of the analogy with XMCD, the positions in reciprocal
space which correspond to a phase shift of π/2 in the simple 2BC model are
often used. To obtain this phase shift, the scattering angles should be selected according to a circle (Schattschneider, 2006A), with the diameter defined
by the two diffraction spots and having kx=0.5G (see Figure 4.1). These
positions are referred to as the Thales circle positions.
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The reciprocal space vector product q x q’, which plays the same role in
EMCD as the circular polarization in XMCD experiments (Schattschneider,
2006A), must have a non-zero scalar product with the direction of the magnetic moment in order to observe a dichroic effect. This implies that the
magnetization of the specimen must have a component parallel to the direction of the fast electron beam in order to measure an EMCD effect. This is
typically the case in the TEM since a magnetic field of 1-2 T is imposed by
the objective lens, thus orienting the magnetic moments along the direction
of the optical axis.
The EMCD measurements themselves provide basically only information
on whether or not a specimen is magnetic. To obtain information about the
magnetic moments of the sample similar theoretical tools are used for both
EMCD and XMCD, in both named the sum rules. Areas from the EMCD
spectrum at the L2,3 peaks (indicated in Figure 4.2) are used for obtaining
information about the mL/mS ratio, described in Chapter 4.3.1.
Throughout the time of development of EMCD, both the words chiral and
circular have been used in the name of the technique. The word circular
probably originates from the related x-ray technique and can here be somewhat misleading, since we are not using circularly polarized electrons. Instead chiral is sometimes used and describes an object which is nonsuperimposable on its mirror image (impossible to coincide with its mirror
image by rotations and translations alone). In this work both the words circular and chiral are used analogous. The word dichroism refers to the absorption properties of a material, e.g. when electromagnetic waves of different
polarizations are absorbed differently.

4.2 Why use electrons instead of x-rays
If there already is an established technique for measuring magnetic moments of a sample using x-rays, one might ask why to attempt the same but
instead using electrons? As with every measurement technique EMCD has
both have pros and cons. The EMCD technique allows studies at a superior
spatial resolution (Schattschneider, 2008) and can be used for measurements of
thicker specimens than in XMCD. Making use of the excellent spatial resolution of the TEM enabled Schattschneider et al. (2008) to perform measurements on a superlattice structure with the specimen in cross sectional
geometry, revealing a resolution in the nanometer range. The best spatial
resolution using XMCD is reported to approximately 15 nm (Kim, 2006) and
the penetration depth of the x-rays are typically in the order of 2 to 3 nm
(Felisari, 2009).
EMCD can be performed using a standard TEM equipped with a spectrometer, which is less expensive than a synchrotron source and already
available in most of TEM-labs. Drawbacks with EMCD are that: the sample
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must (in this experimental set-up) be close to a perfect single crystal, and,
the specimen must be made very thin while sustaining the crystalline structure and be able to resist beam damage. Since the technique of EMCD is
relatively young, it today also requires advanced theoretical calculations in
order to extract reliable quantitative information from the measurements.
Anyhow, the establishment of EMCD is an important step in the development of analysis methods for characterization of magnetic moments in
nanometer sized objects.

4.3 Theoretical calculations of the EMCD signal
All theoretical calculations described in Papers VI to VIII have been carried out by Ján Rusz at the Department of Physics and Materials Science at
Uppsala University. The prediction of how the EMCD signal is distributed in
reciprocal space has in this work been essential for obtaining reliable quantitative information about the mL/mS ratio. Calculations provide also excellent
means for studying how the signal varies while changing a specific parameter such as sample tilt, thickness, selection of mirror axis, miss-alignment
from ideal 2BC/3BC geometry. Thus, in this early stage of development,
calculations are required in order to get deeper understanding of the effect
and to be able to extract quantitative magnetic information.
Calculations of EMCD are based on a combination of dynamical diffraction theory and electronic structure calculations. Under certain approximations, as specified in Schattschneider et al. (2006B) and Rubino (2007), the
double differential scattering cross section as described in equation (1) becomes for the two coherent waves inside the specimen
4γ 2 k f
∂ 2σ
= 2 4
[S (q&, E ) + S (q&′, E ) + 2 ∗ Im(S (q&, q&′, E )] .
∂Ω∂E a0 q ki
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The first two S-terms individually describe inelastic scattering of an incident plane wave into an outgoing plane wave (called dynamic form factors)
having wave vector transfers of q and q’, which would appear as a kx-ky
dependence of spectra in anisotropic materials. The last term describes the
imaginary part of the interference term between the incident and the Bragg
scattered beam under dynamical diffraction conditions (Schattschneider, 2006B),
and is called the mixed dynamic form factor (MDFF). It describes the magnetic signal that we measure in EMCD experiments. The MDFF is rather
complex and time consuming to calculate (Rusz, 2007A), nevertheless the results from such calculations have been found to be reliable and in good correspondence with experimental findings as shown in Papers VI to VIII.
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The strength of the EMCD signal evolves as a function of sample thickness because of the effective phase shift of the two Bloch waves inside the
crystal. Hence, the strength of the signal is influenced by the experimental
geometry and dynamical diffraction effects. In Figure 4.3 the change in
EMCD signal as a function of sample thickness is shown when exciting
G=(200) in Fe, using 300 keV primary beam energy. The strength of the
dichroic signal is in the thickness range from 10 to 30 nm found to only be
weakly influenced.

Figure 4.3. Calculated thickness dependence of the EMCD signal extracted at the
Thales circle position, exciting G=(200) in Fe. Figure from Paper VII.

4.3.1 EMCD sum rules for obtaining the magnetic moments
Experiments give us only information about the change in intensity of the
two EELS spectra acquired at different scattering angles. The sum rules
make it possible to translate these measured intensities into information
about the orbital and spin magnetic moments. A simplified description of the
sum rules for EMCD can be found in the work by Calmels et al. (2007),
while a more complete derivation is given in Rusz et al. (2007C).
The EMCD sum rules are based on several assumptions which have to be
considered in the experiments. For example, the spectra must be extracted
using symmetrical detector positions. This is achieved when the studied
crystal possesses mirror symmetry (e.g. cubic crystals) and when the fast
electrons are travelling along or very close to the corresponding mirror plane
in the crystal. Furthermore, the two detector positions must be selected according to this specific mirror plane (Rusz, 2009A). If these conditions are not
fulfilled, the approximations made in connection to equation (2) will no
longer be valid. The non-magnetic part of the MDFF (real parts) will then
not cancel out when taking the difference between the two spectra, and
thereby induce an error.
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The sum rules will therefore restrict which mirror axis/axes that should be
used in the chosen measurement geometry. For a sample with cubic structure
that is oriented in 2BC geometry, as shown in Figure 4.1, there actually exists no mirror axis that would strictly fulfill the above described requirements. This is because the 2BC contains an intrinsic asymmetry and will
consequently introduce systematic errors to the observed mL/mS ratio (Rusz,
2009A). If the 2BC anyhow is used, a horizontal mirror axis should be applied, as indicated in Figure 4.1.
From symmetry considerations (Rusz, 2009A) it is preferable to use the 3BC
geometry with a vertical mirror axis instead. This vertical axis fulfills now
the requirements of the sum rules (as the angle β = 0 in Figure 4.1), while its
horizontal mirror axis still contains the same asymmetry as the 2BC geometry. A drawback is unfortunately that it is practically close to impossible to
align the sample in perfect 3BC geometry (accuracy of goniometer etc.).
Calculations in connection to Paper VI have shown that even a deviation as
small as 0.025GFe200 in Fe, equal to 0.02° (0.35 mrad) is sufficient to introduce substantial variations of the obtained mL/mS ratio when using a vertical
mirror axis. It was actually found that a horizontal mirror axis would be a
safer choice, as summarized in Table 1 of Paper VII. Nevertheless, in Paper VI a method for compensating this misalignment was presented, namely
the double difference procedure, where both the vertical and horizontal mirror axes are applied one after the other. It would, as denoted in Figure 4.1,
e.g. correspond to taking first the difference between spectra using a horizontal mirror axis, PL = PUpL - PDnL and PR = PUpR - PDnR, followed by using a
vertical mirror axis where the (double difference) dichroic signal is given by
subtracting PR - PL (followed by normalization by its sum). The double difference was found to be successful when applied to both experimental and
calculated spectra, where it significantly reduces the error due to asymmetry.
In Figure 4.4, experimental EELS spectra were extracted at the four detector
positions, having the sample oriented approximately 0.02° from perfect 3BC
geometry. A small difference in intensity can be observed between the spectra extracted at e.g. PUpR and PDnL, which is due to the misorientation and
intrinsic asymmetry. The corresponding dichroic spectrum (normalized by
their sum) using the double difference is also shown in Figure 4.4, where the
areas at the L2,3 edges are denoted by AL2 and AL3, respectively.
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Figure 4.4. Spectra with sample in 3BC geometry as described in Papers VI and
VII, extracted at the four detector positions indicated in Figure 4.1 with a square
shaped numerical aperture of 0.5GFe200. Hatched regions show the EMCD signal,
obtained by taking the difference of the spectra (the double difference was used).

When the conditions of the sum rules are fulfilled the mL/mS ratio can be
calculated according to
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where ΔI(E) represents the intensity of the EMCD spectrum (Rusz, 2007C). As
will be shown in Chapters 4.5 and 4.7, equation (3) can be applied to one
EMCD spectrum or to every pixel in a three dimensional data cube, hence
providing maps of the mL/mS ratio. It should be noted that the mL/mS ratio is
a specific material parameter, which is described by a fixed value. However,
due to reasons as described above (asymmetry, noise etc.) it is possible that
the determined, also called apparent mL/mS ratio, may vary depending on
where in reciprocal space the detectors are positioned.
It is currently only possible to obtain the ratio between mL and mS from
EMCD measurements. Because of dynamical diffraction effects the sum
rules rely on knowledge of a sample thickness dependent function. This
function enters as a different prefactor within the real and imaginary parts of
the MDFF, respectively (Rusz, 2007C). These prefactors are difficult to individually assess but cancel out when taking the ratio.
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4.4 Experimental set-up
There are different experimental set-ups that can be used to obtain an
EMCD spectrum. The most straightforward approach is by acquiring the
EELS spectra by selecting the two detector positions with an objective aperture or the spectrometer entrance aperture (Schattschneider, 2006A). Another
approach is by acquiring EFDIF patterns (introduced in Chapter 3.4) over
the elemental edge (Warot-Fonrose, 2008; Papers VI and VII). This allows increased flexibility in off-line selection of scattering angles and additionally
enables maps showing the distribution of the EMCD signal in reciprocal
space, as will be described in Chapter 4.5. The spatial resolution would then
be limited by the illuminated region on the specimen. In this thesis, only the
acquisition of energy filtered diffraction patterns and images are considered.
A special feature of the electron emitter must be considered when performing EMCD measurements. The work by McComb and Weatherly
(1997) as well by Scott et al. (2001) revealed the influence of side lobe emission from a Schottky emitter on the acquired EELS spectrum, where anomalous scattering features were observed. The side lobe emission occurs when
electrons are emitted from not only the tip of the tungsten filament but also
from the relatively large faces of the emitter crystal. Electrons from the faces
will travel with a slightly different trajectory down the column of the microscope. These electrons could additionally hit e.g. the extractor anode plate
and thereafter be backscattered or cause emission of secondary electrons (FEI
Company, 2005). In the diffraction plane, such electrons will be focused at different positions than electrons of the primary beam (because of their different angles and due to chromatic aberration), resulting in a non-uniform intensity in reciprocal space. To measure how this intensity varies with energy-loss, EFDIF patterns should be acquired without a sample in the electron beam. Typical EFDIF patterns for different energy-losses of the fast
electrons are shown in Figure 4.5, using normal gun settings together with a
20 eV slit and no sample in the path of the electron beam (extraction voltage
of 4500 V, electrostatic gun lens value of 2 which corresponds to 1000 V in
gun lens voltage (FEI Company, 2005)).
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Figure 4.5. EFDIF patterns with a 20 eV slit recorded without a sample in the path
of the electron beam and normal gun settings; revealing the intensity distribution
from side lobe emission with energy-loss (as indicated) throughout the diffraction
plane. The scale bar in the image at 20 eV applies for all patterns.

The appearance of the pattern will furthermore depend on the settings of
the electron gun, the geometry of the filament and its position inside the
microscope column (FEI Company, 2005). An EFDIF pattern is also shown in
Figure 4.6a, acquired at 700 eV energy-loss, which is close to the interesting
energy-loss of Fe L2,3 edges. A clear non-symmetrical pattern is observed,
which in the vicinity of a typical Thales circle position on one side shows an
intensity of 40-50% of the transmitted beam intensity. Comparing the diffraction pattern at the similar energy of 720 eV in Figure 4.5 with Figure
4.6a at 700 eV reveals a strong difference. This is because the images were
acquired using two different filaments, thus showing the strong influence
from the filament and gun settings. Side lobe emission has previously been
considered when acquiring diffraction patterns from samples with a very
large atomic spacing (such as in biological specimens), resulting in a hampered visibility of the diffraction spots that are close to the transmitted beam
(FEI Company, 2005).
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Figure 4.6. a) EFDIF patter without a sample, recorded at 700 eV energy-loss with
a 20 eV slit using normal gun settings, showing typical side lobe emission. Positions
for Fe G=±(200) diffraction spots are indicated with crossed white circles, typically
excited in EMCD experiments. In b) the gun settings were changed to enter telefocus
mode where the side-lobe emission is strongly reduced. The diffraction patterns
were individually normalized close to unity at the position of the transmitted beam.
Figure from Paper VII.

The influence from the side lobes can be minimized by operating the microscope in the so called telefocus mode. It involves the use of both condenser apertures for removing electrons that are travelling with an angle
down the column of the microscope (not parallel with the optic axis). For the
Tecnai microscope used here the extraction voltage was increased up to
4550 V in combination with a gun lens setting of 5 (500 V in gun lens voltage (FEI Company, 2005)). The electrons will at these settings go through a
cross over point which now is close to the plane of the first condenser aperture. The side lobes can successfully be removed by inserting a small first
condenser aperture (30 or 50 μm), while a small second condenser aperture
will be used to form the probe (50 μm). The corresponding EFDIF pattern
without a sample in the path of the electron beam is shown in Figure 4.6b,
revealing the efficient removal of the side lobes.
However, the telefocus mode will not only remove the side lobes but also
strongly increase the number of electrons that reach the specimen, which
results in an essential enhancement of the intensity in the EMCD measurements. The intensity of the primary beam can unfortunately not be changed
‘on the fly’ by using spot size (strength of first condenser lens) without again
tuning the gun tilt settings. When having such high intensity it is also not
possible to obtain a spectrum (not in EELS, EFTEM or EFDIF) of the ZLP
without introducing the sample in order to attenuate the electron beam (otherwise this type of CCD camera will be saturated and possibly damaged).
This complicates the alignment procedure of the spectrometer. Another
drawback in telefocus mode is that the energy spread of the primary electrons will be slightly increased due to the Coulomb interaction between elec55

trons in the beam (Boersch effect), as well as an increase of the smallest
obtainable probe size due to the position of the beam cross-over (FEI Company,
2005). The microscope was for all EMCD measurements presented in this
thesis operated in telefocus mode. Further details can be found in Paper VII.
Another experimental feature that might influence the EMCD measurement is energy variations in the plane of the energy selecting slit. Such variations arise when electrons of the same kinetic energy enter the spectrometer
under different angles, and are due to aberrations not focused at the same
energy position in the slit (Kothleitner, 2003). Thus, it would show up as a shift
in energy throughout the data cube and is described by the so called nonisochromatic surface. Even though there are procedures to correct for these
shifts (Schaffer, 2006), the procedures are not always trivial to use nor is the
results accurate because of the usually long acquisition times required for the
data cubes (shifts may not be linear in time). A shift in energy would have a
devastating influence on the EMCD measurement, since spectra are subtracted. However, it can successfully be minimized by peak fitting the EELS
spectra, as described in Chapter 4.7.1.
The same bcc Fe sample was used for all EMCD experiments described
in Papers VI to VIII. The misfit between the Fe film and MgO substrate
was successfully reduced by using an Fe/V seed layer. In top part of Figure
4.7 a schematic illustration of the sample is shown in cross section, while the
bottom part shows a BF TEM image in top view geometry. The Fe film was
analyzed in top view and enables accurate control of the sample thickness,
which is important as it influences the strength of the measured signal (described in Chapter 4.3). A thin TEM specimen was obtained by carefully
monitoring the ion milling process, thereby obtaining regions of several micrometers in lateral size with only the Fe film (and of course Al-cap), as seen
in Figure 4.7. Experiments were typically performed in the vicinity where
the Fe/V superlattice starts, having a sample thickness of approximately 20
to 25 nm.
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Figure 4.7. A schematic illustration of the thinned Fe sample in cross section (top),
with thickness as indicated. In bottom part, a corresponding BF TEM collage image of the sample in top view geometry. Positions on the sample where the different
layers appear are indicated.

4.5 Reciprocal space maps of the EMCD signal
The energy filtering with the TEM is most often applied to images in real
space for obtaining elemental maps, or to enable contrast enhancement by
performing zero-loss filtering (Egerton, 1996). There are, however, some applications where it is also beneficial to filter diffraction patterns to improve the
contrast of weak Bragg spots, such as zero-loss filtering where mainly the
elastically scattered electrons remain (Reimer, 1998; Egerton, 1996).
It is possible to obtain reciprocal space maps that show the distribution of
the EMCD signal from EFDIF patterns, introduced by Warot-Fonrose et al.
(2008) and further developed in Papers VI and VII. A disadvantage of the
EFDIF method is, however, the trade-off between acquisition time (determined by intensity and sample/microscope stability) and size of the energy
selecting slit. A small slit size together with a small step size in energy between each image results in good energy resolution, but with low intensity in
the images. For the image filter used in this work, the smallest slit size is
limited to approximately 2 eV as determined by the aberrations of the spectrometer (measured by studying the width of the ZLP). However, to increase
the number of acquired data points in energy a step size of 1 eV was used.
Typically 80 EFDIF patterns were acquired over the Fe L2,3 edge always
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starting from the high energy-loss (approximately 750 to 670 eV), resulting
in 15-30 minutes of total acquisition time for one data cube (using 5-10 seconds exposure time per image). The images can be put together (e.g. by using the Digital Micrograph™ software) to construct the three dimensional
data cube consisting of the kx-ky diffraction plane and energy-loss as the
third axis, as described in Chapter 3.4. A schematic illustration of an EFDIF
data cube is shown in Figure 4.8 for a simple 2BC geometry and horizontal
mirror axis.

Figure 4.8. A schematic illustration of a data cube of EFDIF patterns for a 2BC
geometry, consisting of the kx-ky plane and energy-loss of the electrons. The energyloss between each pattern determines the energy resolution (typically 1-2 eV). The
white line represents a horizontal mirror axis, according to which the EMCD signal
is extracted by subtracting spectra from either pixel-by-pixel, as indicated in the left
part (pattern tells which two pixels that belong together), or averaging over several
pixels using a numerical aperture (here square shaped).

The information from the EFDIF data cube can be extracted in several
ways. One method involves treatment in a pixel-by-pixel manner, where
every column of pixels in the energy-loss direction represents an individual
EELS measurement at that particular scattering angle. With this approach,
maps of the EMCD signal or mL/mS ratio are obtained, allowing study of
how the signal varies over the kx-ky plane. Another way is by applying a
numerical aperture, where two resulting spectra are obtained by using all
pixels inside the selected region, as indicated in Figure 4.8. This approach
improves the signal to noise ratio (S/N) of the extracted spectra while the
flexibility and angular resolution in kx-ky selection is strongly reduced. The
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two methods should of course give similar results, though statistical fluctuations related to the following data treatment may occur. Further details about
the data processing can be found in Chapter 4.7.

4.6 Limitations on the specimen
The EMCD measurements are today limited to single-crystalline specimens since the sample is used as a beam splitter to obtain two coherently
scattered electron waves (described in Chapter 4.1). It is today therefore not
possible to measure on amorphous or polycrystalline specimens with this
approach, and thus also difficult to study how the magnetic properties of a
sample are influenced around defects, voids or impurities. However, an important finding reported in Paper VI is the possibility of measuring an
EMCD signal on a crystalline specimen that is not perfect. An EMCD signal
was obtained from the Fe sample which showed a grain like structure, deviating ±0.3° from being perfect, as determined using XRD. As a comparison,
the MgO substrate on which the analyzed film was grown shows a deviation
of approximately ±0.01°. This finding of measuring on non-perfect single
crystals is important for the development and practical use of EMCD, and
was confirmed both by experiments and theoretical simulations.
Another concern about the specimen is how it will withstand beam damage. Acquiring only two EELS spectra could be accomplished in minutes
while EFDIF/EFTEM typically requires 15 minutes to 2 hours in total.
Strong structural changes or even holes in the samples were here observed
when having the electron beam focused to approximately 100 nm or less,
thereby severely limiting the available spatial resolution using this approach.
It is therefore essential to record TEM images (e.g. BF/DF), both before and
after the measurement, to obtain information on how the sample was affected.

4.7 How to obtain quantitative information about the
specimen
One of the biggest challenges in EMCD is the weak signal and its dependence on the experimental settings. At this time, measurements published
by other researchers have been performed operating the microscope at
200 keV and using traditional gun settings. In this thesis, 300 keV and telefocus mode (introduced in Chapter 4.4) have instead been used, which are
found to be important factors for performing quantitative measurements with
good S/N ratio.
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To obtain reliable and quantitative measurements of the mL/mS ratio, it is
essential to know the true areas of the L2,3 peaks. A significant amount of
overlap can occur between the L2,3 edges if their shift in energy is small (for
Fe, the L2,3 edges are found at 721 eV and 708 eV, respectively), or if the
energy resolution is poor. Consequently, it may not be obvious where the
separation in area should be made between the L2 and L3 peaks in an EMCD
spectrum. Here below a detailed description about different aspects that
needs to be considered for obtaining the areas is given, with special focus on
the peak fitting procedure.

4.7.1 Data treatment and peak fitting procedure
To obtain quantitative results from the experiments, some data treatment
is required. It consists of several steps; removal and correcting for artefacts,
fitting of background and peaks, and finally extraction of areas to be used in
the sum rules. Peak fitting is in general a complex procedure of finding correct parameters without over-interpreting the significance of each individual
data point, especially when having modest energy resolution (typically 12 eV for EFDIF/EFTEM). The data handling steps, applied to the experimental data cubes used in Papers VI to VIII for the Fe L2,3 edges, are described in detail below. The same procedure can be applied to an entire data
cube or on two averaged spectra (obtained either by using a numerical aperture in the data cube or with an objective aperture/spectrometer entrance
aperture).
i)

First of all, any high intense spurious pixels should be removed. This is
called point blemish removal and is often used for EFTEM images. The
removal may sometimes be imperfect, especially if the intensity
spreads over several pixels in the image (Anderson, 2008). However, it
should in the case of diffraction patterns be less problematic since the
intensity varies more evenly than what it typically does in an image of
the specimen. The point blemish removal was here performed by calculating the mean value and standard deviation of the surrounding of
every pixel. If the value of a pixel differs from the mean more than a
pre-defined multiple of the standard deviation (decided by inspection of
the raw data), the pixel was replaced by the mean value. The point
blemish removal is particularly important for the images in the preedge region, where a pixel with highly deviating intensity may significantly influence the background subtraction procedure described in
step iv).

ii)

The drift in kx-ky between acquired diffraction patterns is typically
small due to good stability of the projection lens system of the microscope. Eventual drift can however be removed by using a cross-
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correlation routine between the EFDIF patterns. Special care should be
taken in order not to correct for what appears as drift but instead is an
effect of the dichroic signal. Calculations of EFDIF patterns have
shown that the kx-ky position of the transmitted beam should not be influenced by the EMCD effect, while the diffracted beams might to a
small extent be shifted in the ky-direction (Rusz, 2009B). Therefore, the
safest way to perform the cross-correlation is by only selecting the
transmitted beam to anchor the patterns throughout the cube. Here the
excellent plug-in for sub-pixel cross-correlation, provided by Schaffer
et al. (2004) for the Digital Micrograph™ software, was used. In
Figure 4.9 the resulting shift is shown for the 3BC data cube used in
Paper VI. It should be noted that the acquired diffraction patterns are
at this stage of data processing not rotated so that the systematic row of
reflections lie in the kx-direction, as shown in Figure 4.1. Therefore, k’x
and k’y are used and relate to the diffraction patterns as they were acquired on the CCD. The drift in the k’y-direction is in principle zero
while in k’x it shows a shift of up to approximately 3 to 4 pixels, resembling the EELS spectrum for Fe. However, the ‘peak positions’ in
k’x shows an offset of approximately half its FWHM as compared to
the EELS L2,3 edge (extracted on the transmitted beam), see Figure 4.9.
The shift in k’x is believed to be related to higher order aberrations of
the spectrometer, which causes a delocalization of the diffraction pattern.

Figure 4.9. The applied shift between the EFDIF patterns for the data cube in 3BC
geometry, obtained by selecting only the transmitted beam for the cross correlation.
In the k’x-direction the shift resembles the EELS spectrum, although with an offset.

iii)

Rebinning of the acquired diffraction patterns is useful for improving
the S/N ratio. A harder rebinning is favourable for pixel-by-pixel
treatment (constructing maps), here 256 x 256 pixel images were used.
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The obvious drawback with rebinning is the reduced angular resolution
in the maps as the resulting pixels become larger. If instead spectra are
extracted by using numerical apertures in the data cube (Figure 4.8),
rebinning is not necessary as the pixels are already being averaged over
a set of collection angles.
iv)

At this step the data cube is preprocessed and can be used for obtaining
the areas of the L2,3 peaks. Firstly, the pre-edge background which
originates from edges at lower energy-losses and tails of the plasmon
excitations should be removed. Here a power-law model,
I = Const.*(Eloss)-r, was fitted in the L2,3 pre-edge region for determining the constant and exponent r. This allows removal of the background
under the L2,3 edges by extrapolation. The exponent r is generally in the
range of 2-6 (Egerton, 1996), which can be used as boundary conditions if
noisy data are processed. When acquiring EFDIF/EFTEM images it is
important to record a significant number of images in the pre-edge region to minimize the error in this fit.

v)

If two spectra would be extracted according to a correctly applied mirror axis (described in Chapter 4.3.1), their post-edge intensity will
most likely not be the same. This error could have different sources.
Due to the tilt of the sample from a high symmetry orientation (typically α = 10° in Figure 4.1) the intensity of the two half planes (as defined by the mirror axis) may be different; the intensity will be slightly
higher in the part closest to the high symmetry orientation (zone axis).
Additionally, uneven scattering from e.g. a textured cap layer could
give variations in intensity. In Figure 4.10, two spectra extracted from
the same 3BC data cube as used in Paper VI at two Thales circle positions are shown. A difference of approximately 3.5% in intensity is observed in the post-edge region.
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Figure 4.10. Two pre-edge background subtracted spectra extracted at the Thales
circle positions in the 3BC data cube used in Paper VI. The difference in intensity
after the L2 peak, as indicated by the arrow, reveals the importance of normalization
before extracting the EMCD signal.

It is, therefore, essential to properly normalize the data cube in the
post-edge region to obtain a correct EMCD signal and consequently a
correct mL/mS ratio. The normalization should be performed significantly far from the L2 edge, remembering that the two tails after L2 are
slightly different due to EMCD. The maps of the dichroic signal
shown in Figure 2 of Paper VI were normalized by extracting the
three EFDIF patterns at 737±1 eV energy-loss, calculating their average, thereafter each slice in the cube was divided by this average. Thus,
every pixel in the diffraction plane will show an intensity close to unity
at 737±1 eV post-edge energy-loss.
vi)

To accurately obtain the dichroic signal, the true contribution for each
L2,3 edge should be considered. To do this, peak fitting is probably the
most accurate method. The different components contributing to the intensity at the edge should be fitted as accurately as possible. When having modest energy resolution, a risk is that features appear after fitting
that are not real, but just a result of too few data points. More fit parameters do not necessarily lead to a more accurate fit, wherefore assumptions and simplifications should be applied. Estimating the
FWHM of L3 in the EELS spectra directly from Figure 4.10 gives a
value of approximately 6-7 eV. Other EELS studies of pure Fe have revealed a FWHM in the range of 3.5-7 eV (summarized in Pease, 2001). The
observed broader peak is here assumed to be related to the 2 eV wide
energy selecting slit, increased energy spread of the electrons in telefocus mode and aberrations of the GIF. To include this broadening a sum
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of Gaussian and Lorentzian curves were used, while allowing them to
be asymmetric (Hesse, 2007). Furthermore, because the peaks are broadened and mainly reflect the energy resolution, the width of the L2,3
peaks was assumed to be equal. It should although be noted that due to
Coster-Kronig transitions the width of the L2 peak should be equal or
exceed the width of L3 (Pease, 2001). The L2 peak has in experimental
and theoretical work by others found to be approximately 0.6 eV
broader than L3 (Nyholm, 1981).

Figure 4.11. An experimental EELS spectrum (squares) of the Fe L2,3 edge, showing
the different components used in the fit: fitted background (grey) and L2,3 peaks.

To model the background from the core-to-continuum transition, two
arctan functions were used (Morrison, 1985; Wang, 2006). The inflection
point of each function is set to the respective peak position of L2,3 and
the constant continuum background at L3 is set to twice the height at L2
(Wang, 2006). This is believed to be related to its quantum degeneracy,
2j+1 (Chen, 1995), where j is the orbital angular momentum quantum
number. This background is often associated with 2p to 4s transitions,
although they are not found to be present with this strength in theoretical calculations (see calculated spectrum in Schattschneider, 2006A), and its origin is therefore somewhat under discussion. The steepness of this
background is often determined by the core-hole lifetime broadening
(described by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle) in combination
with the experimental resolution (Chen, 1995). Here, the same steepness
was assumed at L2,3 (Morrison, 1985), which typically resulted in a value
of 0.8 eV when having it as a free fit parameter. The core-hole lifetime
for the 2p to 4s transition is unknown to the author, while the FWHM
is by Pease (1991) found to be approximately 0.8 eV and 1.25 eV for
the core-to-bound state transitions (2p to 3d) at L3 and L2, respectively.
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In Figure 4.11 the different components included in the fit are shown.
The fitting was here performed by using a least-square curve-fitting
procedure in MATLAB®. The resulting fit function is given by
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where h2,3 and E2,3 are the amplitude and position in energy of the L2,3
peaks, respectively. The Lorentzian-Gaussian mixing ratio (A), asymmetry (α) and the width (2β at FWHM) of the L2,3 peaks are assumed
to be the same. For the background, B2,3 describes the amplitude while
γ the steepness of the arctan functions. Consequently, nine fit parameters were used, of which a figure describing its variation in kx-ky is obtained. The respective area under the resulting L2,3 peaks were obtained
by integration, and are throughout this work used for obtaining the
strength of the EMCD signal and mL/mS ratio. Thus, finally two patterns are obtained that represent the area of the L2,3 peaks, respectively.
The dichroic maps can be obtained from these by applying a mirror
axis, flipping one of the resulting halves, and subtracting it with the
other half.
vii) The diffracted spots are typically never found to be perfectly aligned in
a vertical or horizontal direction with respect to the pixels on the CCD
camera, wherefore the extraction of the EMCD signal takes place with
respect to a rotated mirror axis. Images were here rotated in a certain
angle to align e.g. the systematic row of reflections along kx, as shown
in Figure 4.1. It should be remembered that the EMCD effect could
have a minute influence on the apparent position of the diffracted
beams in the ky-direction (Rusz, 2009B). Its influence was here minimized by summing all patterns in the cross correlated data cube (after
step ii)), and determining the rotation angle from the center of each diffracted spot in the resulting image. Since rotation of a digital image re-
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quires interpolation to obtain the new pixels, it was applied in the final
step on the two resulting images that represent the area of the L2,3
peaks.
viii) How the mirror axis is applied on the two rotated images may strongly
influence the obtained map of the EMCD signal. An error in the rotation angle was found not to be as critical as an offset of the axis in the
ky-direction. Typically, these effects will show up directly when considering the intensity in the vicinity of the diffracted spots, since strong
intensities will be subtracted from each other in a wrong way. It will
also show up as if there would be a dichroic signal not only at L2,3, but
also pre and post edge. The EMCD signal would moreover not change
sign when comparing the maps at L2,3. Maps with such features around
the diffracted spots are most likely visible in the article by WarotFonrose et al. (2008).
This approach of peak fitting considers the entire signal at the L2,3-edges
and removes the arbitrariness of the energy interval selection for separating
the L2,3 components, as used by e.g. Calmels et al. (2007). Additionally,
when comparing the areas for each peak the L2,3 intensities rely no more on
peak positions and, therefore, reduces the influence from the nonisochromaticity of the GIF (described in Chapter 4.4).

4.7.2 Extraction of the mL/mS ratio
Maps of the relative EMCD signal, in this work always normalized by the
sum of the signal, together with maps of the apparent mL/mS ratio are important for optimizing the extraction of quantitative data. The maps allow for
optimization of the position and size of the extraction region in reciprocal
space, since every pixel of the map acts as an individual measurement.
Therefore, the S/N ratio can be optimized by selecting regions in the apparent mL/mS ratio map where the EMCD signal is found to be strongest. A
histogram of these extracted mL/mS ratios for a specific size of the collection
window can be modeled by a fit function to accurately determine the resulting mL/mS ratio, e.g. by using a Gaussian function (see Figure 3 in Paper
VI). The size of the bins used in the histogram should be optimized to best
reflect the distribution of mL/mS data. The method of peak fitting of the histogram reduces the influence of outliers and thereby gives an accurate quantification, compared to e.g. the mean value. As described in Paper VI, an
mL/mS ratio of 0.08±0.01 was obtained for the Fe sample in 3BC geometry
utilizing the double difference procedure. It should be noted that the uncertainty was obtained as the standard error from the histogram fitting of the
1225 individual apparent mL/mS ratios. However, an additional contribution
arises from the error of the fit function to every spectrum, which is the case
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for any peak fitting procedure. This type of error is also present in XMCD
measurements but seems not to be any matter of discussion. It should however be noted that the energy resolution is typically better with XMCD,
thereby yielding more data points and possibly more accurate fits. Preliminary results show that especially the choice of step function and its position
in energy will influence the obtained mL/mS ratio. The resulting uncertainty
from the fit procedure is therefore difficult to estimate and evaluate.

4.7.3 Plural inelastic scattering
As discussed in Chapter 3.4, plural (also called multiple) inelastic scattering must generally be considered when performing quantitative evaluations using EELS. For thin specimens this can in most cases be neglected
since the probability of multiple scattering is low (Egerton, 1996).
The intensity of the first plasmon peak (at 22 eV energy-loss) was found
to be approximately 1% of the ZLP (shown in Figure 2 of Paper VIII),
using the same Fe sample as for the EFDIF data cubes. However, when instead the area ratio between the plasmon region from 10-35 eV and the ZLP
is calculated one finds a value of approximately 10-12%. This implies that if
an electron is e.g. first inelastically scattered and looses 708 eV (corresponding to ionization of 2p3/2 electrons, i.e. L3) and then again 10-35 eV (corresponding to a low-loss excitation), it would induce intensity under the L2
edge at 721 eV. Therefore, as shown in Paper VIII, multiple inelastic scattering will significantly influence measurements of the mL/mS ratio as we are
relying on small differences in intensity. The plural scattering could be an
explanation why most published articles on EMCD typically show a weaker
signal than expected at the L2 edge (e.g. Calmels, 2007; Schattschneider 2008). Additionally, the inelastic mean free path will decrease when the acceleration
voltage is reduced; the inelastic mean free path is in Fe approximately 120
nm and 105 nm at 300 keV and 200 keV, respectively (using 10 mrad semicollection angle (Egerton, 1996)).
An expression of the influence from multiple inelastic scattering on the
measured (convoluted) mL/mS ratio was derived, see Paper VIII for details:
mL
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where k is the area ratio between the involved plasmon region and ZLP. For
example, if k ≈ 12% and an apparent mL/mS value of 0.08 is obtained (as in
Paper VI), the clean mL/mS value would be 0.04. Thus, the multiple scattering significantly influences the measured mL/mS ratio and must be consid-
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ered in quantitative measurements. In Figure 4.12 the evolution of equation
(5) is plotted for different values of the ratio k.

Figure 4.12. The influence of plural inelastic scattering on the experimentally
obtained mL/mS ratio (mL/mS conv.) as a function of the area ratio (k) between the
plasmon region and ZLP. Figure from Paper VIII.

The contribution from multiple scattering can be removed by deconvolving the core-loss spectra with a low-loss spectrum (Egerton, 1996),
acquired from the same region on the sample and with similar illumination
conditions. Unfortunately, the high intensity when operating the microscope
in telefocus mode hinders the acquisition of the low-loss spectrum under
identical conditions, thus introducing an unknown error. The problem of
high intensity can likely be overcome with a new generation of CCDcameras (Gatan, 2009), which are insensible to high intensities as typically
found in diffraction patterns. Here a low-loss spectrum was instead obtained
using normal gun settings and under similar conditions as when the core-loss
spectra were acquired (see Paper VIII for details). Performing deconvolution with this spectrum results in an mL/mS ratio of 0.04±0.01 for the Fe sample (in 3BC geometry and using double difference procedure), which is in
excellent agreement with e.g. XMCD measurements (Chen, 1995).
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4.8 Real space maps of the EMCD signal
One of the novelties of the EMCD technique is the possibility to obtain
element specific information about the magnetic moments of a sample with
nanometer spatial resolution. An EMCD signal was recently by
Schattschneider et al. (2008) obtained from a region of approximately 2 nm,
using STEM mode. However, having the electron beam focused at one specific point for longer times is not a trivial task because of instability problems of both the microscope and sample (beam damage).
Another approach for improving the spatial resolution is described in Paper VII, namely by acquiring energy filtered images of the sample while
selecting specific scattering angles, thus similar to normal EFTEM imaging.
The approach has previously been suggested and tested for EMCD but without success (Rubino, 2007). The intensity of the electron beam was during
these experiments too low and even negative counts on the CCD camera
were observed, making it impossible to obtain an EMCD signal. However,
the strongly increased intensity when operating the microscope in telefocus
mode, as used here, enables acquisition of real space maps of the EMCD
signal from a specimen. This EFTEM approach has many similarities with
the EFDIF technique described in Chapter 4.5. Below the acquisition of
EFTEM images and the necessary data processing is described.
For the experiments described in Paper VII the same Fe sample as used
for EFDIF measurements was oriented in a 3BC geometry, see Figure 4.13a.
A first data cube of EFTEM images (again using 2 eV slit and 1 eV steps)
was acquired by selecting specific scattering angles with the objective aperture (dashed circles in Figure 4.13a). Then, after shifting the objective aperture to the corresponding position according to a horizontal mirror axis, a
second EFTEM data cube was obtained. Taking the difference in spectra
from these two data cubes would give the dichroic signal.
In Figure 4.13b a DF TEM image of the studied Fe sample is shown in
top view, indicating regions where the Fe/V superlattice and MgO substrate
starts to appear (compare with Figure 4.7). A region in the Fe layer was
found to be correctly oriented (bright regions) for EMCD measurements.
Unfortunately, some of these regions were found to change during illumination, which is not uncommon to observe in EFTEM images (e.g. caused by
sample drift). Therefore, only regions which are in the correct orientation
throughout both data cubes can be used for the measurement.
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Figure 4.13. In a) a diffraction pattern showing the positions of the objective aperture for acquiring the two data cubes, while in b) a DF image of the sample before
the two EFTEM data cubes were acquired is shown. Suitable regions for EMCD
can be found in bright regions in the vicinity of the Fe/V layers. The white box
indicates the region used for the real space EMCD maps shown in c) and d) for the
Fe L3 and L2 edges, respectively. Although the EMCD maps are noisy, a more
positive signal is observed in c) and a more negative in d) of the region indicated
by the arrow, as expected for the EMCD signal. Figure from Paper VII.

All images in the two data cubes were processed in a similar way as previously described in Chapter 4.7.1, though with one exception. Since the
real space maps of the EMCD signal is now obtained by taking the difference between spectra from the two cubes, one must compensate for any drift
between the images. A schematic illustration of the applied data processing
steps is shown in Figure 4.14. Firstly a point blemish removal function was
used for each image, after which each of the two data cubes were cross correlated individually. All images in respective cube were then added together
(Figure 4.14a), followed by cross correlation of the two resulting images
(Figure 4.14b). Any shifts between these two images were then applied back
to the images of the cubes. The EELS spectrum extracted from each pixel
was then processed (following Chapter 4.7.1), including pre-edge background subtraction, normalization in post-edge region (Figure 4.14c) and
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finally by peak fitting of the Fe L2,3 edges (Figure 4.14d). The EMCD signal
can now be obtained by subtracting the areas of the L2,3 peaks (Figure
4.14e).

Figure 4.14. Data processing steps to obtain the areas of the L2,3 peaks. The two
data cubes (A and B) are individually cross correlated and the images are added
together (a), thereafter the two resulting images are cross correlated (b). The obtained shifts are applied back to the cubes by cutting out their overlapping region
(smaller spatial regions in the cubes are now remaining). The EELS spectrum from
each pixel in both cubes are individually extracted, pre-edge background subtracted
and normalized (c), followed by peak fitting (d) where the areas of the L2,3 peaks are
obtained (e) for both cubes.

In Figure 4.13c and d maps of the EMCD signal for the Fe L2,3 edges are
shown, respectively. A region of the sample which was stable throughout the
experiment is found to extend along the vicinity of the Fe/V layers, as indicated by the arrow in the images. The real space maps reveal a clear change
in sign of the dichroic signal when comparing the L2,3 maps. Spectra extracted at the position of the arrow (Figure 4.13c and d) are shown in Figure
8 of Paper VII, revealing a dichroic signal on the nanometer level. However, quantitative values could not be obtained in these experiments. The
error could be of several sources such as: the objective aperture is not placed
at optimum positions or changes in energy dispersion between the two cubes
(because of energy drift). It would also be preferable to measure on a perfect
single crystal in order to rule out the influence of orientation changes during
acquisition, and, to acquire four data cubes in order to perform the double
difference procedure (as described in Chapter 4.3.1). Nevertheless, these
findings are an important step for the development and use of EMCD for
performing measurements with nanometer resolution.
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5 Conclusions and outlook

The work presented in this doctoral thesis shows the importance of sophisticated structural characterization techniques for the development and
understanding of thin film growth. The TEM has in this context shown to
provide invaluable information for the understanding of the materials, and
will continue to do so also by the establishment of the EMCD technique. In
this chapter, some concluding remarks of this thesis are discussed for the two
fields of work.

Amorphous and crystalline multilayers
Amorphous magnetic thin films show technologically interesting soft
magnetic properties together with the possibility of tailoring the magnetic
anisotropy in the films. Crystallization within the material is, unfortunately,
a continuously occurring problem as it is often induced either at growth or
when exposed to elevated temperatures. The work of this thesis emphasizes
the importance of the properties of the growth surfaces and interfaces on
which the film is grown. Dewetting of the magnetic material on oxide surfaces were found to induce crystallization, while full wetting and amorphous
material was observed when grown on top of another metal. The dewetting
will therefore result in a lower limit for how thin the magnetic layers can be
grown on top of oxide surfaces. Nanometer sized crystallites embedded in an
amorphous matrix are not always easy to assess, wherefore it is important to
carefully select appropriate characterization techniques such as high resolution TEM imaging in combination with electron diffraction. Additionally,
further TEM analysis using e.g. fluctuation microscopy (Fluctuation microscopy,
2009) could provide valuable information about the medium range (typically
0.5 to 2 nm) structural order of these amorphous materials.
The possibility of inducing magnetic anisotropy in amorphous materials
yields another degree of freedom when tailoring the magnetic properties of
the material. The structure of amorphous materials is often viewed as completely random, although minute changes in their randomness may strongly
alter the magnetic properties. The possibility of inducing arbitrary easy axis
directions of each individual layer in a multilayer structure (as described in
Paper III) might be rewarding when exploring both magnetic and transport
properties in layered structures.
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Theoretical models would in this context provide important knowledge
for the understanding of the growth when having strong differences in interface energies, but also for the understanding of the magnetic characteristics.
Unfortunately, amorphous materials are not trivial to model, in particular the
magnetic interactions are difficult to assess.

Development of EMCD
Electron microscopes capable of performing EMCD measurements can
today be found in research labs worldwide. To make the measurement technique successful it is important to simplify the experimental set-up and subsequent data analysis for performing quantitative analysis on the nanometer
level, something which the work of this thesis is believed to have contributed
with.
Several difficulties and limitations have already been overcome, for example: i) methods have been developed to translate the measured intensities
into information about the magnetic properties of the sample with the help of
sum rules (Rusz, 2007C; Calmels, 2007), ii) to compensate for a typical misalignment of the sample from perfect 3BC geometry using the double difference procedure (Paper VI), iii) to compensate for the influence of multiple
inelastic scattering on the measured mL/mS ratio (Paper VIII), iv) methods for
performing EMCD experiments with nanometer resolution (Schattschneider,
2008; Paper VII), and, v) the possibility to predict the distribution of the
EMCD signal using theoretical calculations have been emphasized (e.g. Rusz,
2007A and used in Papers VI and VII). Nevertheless, there are still several difficulties that need to be addressed before EMCD will become a standard
measurement technique for materials characterization. Some issues are discussed below.
The limitation that the EMCD signal can only be measured on single
crystalline samples is somewhat problematic (described in Chapter 4.1). An
alternative approach has been proposed by Hasenkopf (2008) where a condenser aperture with two holes instead of one is used for obtaining two coherent phase shifted electron waves. A Boersch plate (e.g. Schultheiß, 2006)
should be patterned at one of the holes, thereby making it possible to tune
the phase shift. This aperture would be positioned with the optical axis of the
microscope in between the holes. Although this in principle sounds straightforward, I believe it would be difficult to achieve an electrostatic field by the
Boersch plate that is uniform enough to measure the faint EMCD signal. An
alternative but related approach for obtaining two coherent waves is suggested here (but not tested). In this thesis, the telefocus mode was used
where the cross over point of the beam is moved into the plane of the first
condenser aperture (Chapter 4.4). If a condenser aperture with two holes
(without any Boersch plate) would be positioned with one of the holes cen73

tered on the optical axis, it should be possible to tune the relative phase shift
between the two waves by changing the position of the cross over point.
Thus, in this approach the difference in path length for the two electron
waves would be utilized.
In the current experimental set-ups, the recording time for a spectrum varies from typically 30 seconds up to hours. For EFDIF only one data cube is
required, while for EFTEM at least two but up to four cubes should be used
for performing the double difference procedure. Such long exposures puts
high demand on the stability of the sample (resist beam damage), stability of
the goniometer/ sample holder as well on the stability of the microscope
itself (spectrometer, beam shift, beam tilt and energy fluctuations of the fast
electrons). Fortunately, these issues will be improved by each new generation of microscopes. For example, a new type of electron source, X-FEG (FEI
Company, 2009), based on a Schottky emitter but with a significantly increased
brightness will be useful for further reducing the acquisition times in EMCD
experiments.
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Summary in Swedish

Transmissionselektronmikroskopi för karaktärisering av strukturer,
gränsskikt samt magnetiska moment i magnetiska tunnfilmer och multilager
Magnetiska material används idag nästan överallt, oftast utan att vi ens
uppmärksammar dem. Du hittar dem bland annat i datorer, bilar, kreditkort
eller i leksaker. I datorn används de magnetiska materialen exempelvis som
sensorer för att läsa av information vi har sparat på hårddisken. Den otroliga
utvecklingen av lagringskapaciteten i hårddisken har möjliggjorts i och med
upptäckten av den så kallade GMR (giant magnetoresistance) effekten, vilken Albert Fert och Peter Grünberg fick Nobelpriset för år 2007. I sin forskning studerade de nanometertunna lager av magnetiska och omagnetiska
material lagda (deponerade) på varandra och upptäckte att den elektriska
resistansen genom provet förändrades när filmerna utsattes för ett magnetfält. Genom specifika materialval kan denna typ av sensor göras mycket
känslig för svaga förändringar i magnetfältet.
I en hårddisk sparas data i en så kallad magnetisk bit, vilken kan liknas
vid en liten stavmagnet med en nord- och sydpol. Beroende på magnetiseringens riktning i detta område kan datorn tolka detta som en digital etta eller
nolla, vilket bygger upp vår sparade data. För att öka lagringskapaciteten hos
hårddisken måste storleken på varje bit minskas för att fler ska få plats på
samma yta. Denna miniatyrisering minskar även styrkan på det strömagnetfält varje bit omger sig med och som vi utnyttjar för att läsa av magnetiseringsriktningen. Detta är ett exempel på varför det är viktigt att fortsätta studera olika materialkombinationer av tunna filmer eftersom fortsatt teknologisk utveckling kräver att vi kan tillverka magnetfältssensorer med bättre
känslighet.
Atomerna i ett material kan vara ordnade relativt varandra på olika sätt.
Vilken struktur de har påverkar många fysikaliska egenskaper, inte minst de
magnetiska. Atomstrukturen kan vara mycket välordnad, t.ex. där alla atomer sitter på bestämda avstånd och positioner relativt varandra – dessa material kallas enkristallina. Exempelvis har diamanter och saltkorn en välordnad
struktur och det är därför saltkorn har så skarpa kanter. En atomstruktur kan
också vara i princip helt oordnad och kallas då för amorf, vilket är fallet för
t.ex. fönsterglas. I denna avhandling studeras både kristallina och amorfa
magnetiska material. Amorfa magnetiska material uppvisar andra intressanta
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magnetiska egenskaper (än kristallina) vilket gör att de kan vara intressanta
att använda som t.ex. sensorer i hårddiskar.
I denna avhandling studeras speciellt hur magnetiska legeringar av amorft
Fe91Zr9 och Co68Fe24Zr8 kan deponeras i tunna lager tillsammans med ickemagnetiska material av Al2O3 och Al70Zr30. Rent järn bildar spontant en kristallin struktur men när det blandas med zirkonium störs ordningen och materialet får en amorf struktur. Då de magnetiska egenskaperna i princip bestäms av järnet är det önskvärt att minimera koncentrationen av zirkonium.
Men om koncentrationen av zirkonium är för låg behåller järnet sin kristallina struktur och legeringen blir därmed inte amorf. När nanometertunna lager
av dessa legeringar tillverkades blev resultatet ett material med en blandning
av både amorf och kristallin struktur, vilket kan förändra de magnetiska
egenskaperna på ett oönskat sätt. Det är därför viktigt att analysera denna
kristallisationsprocess, förstå dess inverkan på tunnfilmstillväxten och därmed kunna koppla detta till de magnetiska egenskaperna. För att åskådliggöra dessa små kristalliter användes i detta arbete transmissionselektronmikroskopi (TEM), vilket gör att man bland annat kan avbilda provet ner på atomär nivå! Provet som ska studeras måste med hjälp av olika slip- och polermetoder göras så tunt att elektroner som accelereras till en hastighet av 7080% av ljusets hastighet kan färdas (transmitteras) genom materialet, vilket
ofta kräver att tjockleken är mindre än 100 nanometer (motsvarar en tjocklek
på några hundra atomer). I figuren nedan visas en TEM-bild av ett kristallint
kiselsubstrat i tvärsnitt, med tunna amorfa lager av magnetiskt och omagnetiskt material deponerade på varandra. Prickmönstret som ses i kislet (t.ex.
nere till vänster) motsvarar positionerna hos atomerna inuti provet.

En högupplösande TEM-bild av ett prov i tvärsnitt med tunna amorfa lager av AlZr
(ljusare horisontella lager) och CoFeZr (mörkare horisontella lager), deponerade
på ett enkristallint kiselsubstrat (längst ner).
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I takt med att tjockleken hos filmerna minskar samt för att kunna möjliggöra analys med hög upplösning behöver även analysteknikerna förbättras
och utvecklas. Ett viktigt steg i utvecklingen av TEM för att kunna karaktärisera ett provs magnetiska egenskaper på nanometernivå är upptäckten av
electron energy-loss magnetic circular dichroism (EMCD). Genom att analysera energiförlusten och spridningsvinklarna hos elektronerna som transmitterats genom samt växelverkat med provet kan vi erhålla information om
materialets magnetiska egenskaper. Arbetet i denna avhandling handlar om
att utveckla den experimentella mättekniken och ta fram metoder för hur
uppmätta data ska behandlas för att få noggrann information om provets
magnetiska egenskaper. Mätningarna ger speciellt information om kvoten
mellan de magnetiska orbital- och spinnmomenten, vilket beskriver materialets magnetiska egenskaper. Elektronens spinn saknar en klassisk motsvarighet men bestäms av elektronens rotation kring sin egen axel medan orbitalmomentet bestäms av elektronens rörelse runt atomkärnan. Det är dessa
magnetiska moment som bestämmer materialets magnetiska egenskaper och
är därför viktiga att kunna analysera för att få förståelse om materialet.
Sammanfattningsvis bidrar forskningen beskriven i denna doktorsavhandling till förståelsen om amorfa magnetiska material och hur dessa kan tillverkas i tunna filmer, samt hur specifika magnetiska egenskaper kan kontrolleras. Arbetet har därutöver bidragit till utvecklingen av EMCD-tekniken för
att kunna utföra noggranna mätningar av kvoten mellan orbital- och spinnmomenten med hjälp av TEM. Speciellt beskrivs hur experimenten ska
genomföras för att få pålitliga data samt hur dessa data ska analyseras.
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